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2010

At the end of 2010 Canal Futura started a renovation process of its modus
operandi for the production journalistic contents
Herein is a reflection over the results and experiences lived through
during the three years of project, focusing on one of the most important
conceptual pillars: production network.
The project is more embracing and complex than this accounts for,
including also the staff formation, technological changes and the search
a narrative renovation, among other aspects.
The intention is to share some good practices of relating to the audience, educators and social agents who have the habit of watching Futura, to the academic communities of universities partners of the channel, to private institutions and educational chains that also relate to the
channel, acknowledging the importance and giving power to the interlocution of different sectors of the society with the teams that produce
journalism in educational television.
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Presentation
Canal Futura is a
communications social
project, maintained by
resources provided by
an alliance of institutions
committed to education,
the social agenda and
the development of the
country.

1997

When it started to broadcast, on September 22nd, 1997, Canal Futura
began a unique trajectory in the Brazilian communication environment.
This singular experience was due to several aspects that differentiate
the channel from other of public and private communication ongoing
projects in the country. Among them, the sustainability model, the commitment to social mobility and the option for the production of content
together with different actors of society deserve to be noted.
Canal Futura is a communications social project, proposed and developed by the Roberto Marinho Foundation, maintained by resources
provided by an alliance of institutions committed to education, the social agenda and development of the country.
This condition determines the hybrid nature of the channel, which
is of public interest, but kept by private initiative e by Brazilian third
sector organizations. In Brazil and throughout the world, the common
practice is for that which is called “educational television” to be organized and maintained by public resources. In this sense, Futura’s sustainability model is innovative and unique.
It is also a big differential of Canal Futura its commitment to social
mobilization and organization. Initially thought as a facilitating agent
of the educational and social field, after its origin the project started to
include a team of facilitators within its employees. These facilitators act
in different regions of the country, establishing local articulations with
public, private and non-governmental institutions, educators and social
agents that, together, becomes the society’s network, which are very important for Canal Futura’s modus operandi.
Lúcia Araújo • Gerente Geral do Canal Futura • João Alegria • Gerente de Programação, Jornalismo e Engenharia

The hypothesis of a television channel with an effective team, regionally distributed throughout the country, which role is to promote
the social mobilization and to multiply the appropriation possibilities of
the contents produced by Canal Futura in different territories of social
and educational action, causes an initial awkwardness, easily overcome
when one has access to the results of this action for social and the channel’s dynamic.1
It also goes back to the beginning of the project the option for the
production of content in partnership with outside producers. Initially,
Canal Futura established management procedures
and rules that made possible the hiring of independent production companies for the production of television shows. It also established a methodology
for the “accompanied production” of these contents,
During its the
in which teams of the channel, that have direct inin existence, Canal Futura’s
volvement with the ongoing productions, are able
professionals perceived the
to keep up with them, working to enable its artistic,
importance of producing content in
partnerships.
technic, legal and content quality.
While the technologies for social communication were under intense transformations, creating
new possibilities for content production in a colIntense
laborative form, the channel’s teams enhanced their
way of working, conceptualizing and developing
transformations in
procedures that characterize a specific and authorial
the technology used in
solution for the “collaborative production” of audiosocial communications = new
visual contents appropriate for television shows.
possibilities for the
During the 16 years of the cannel’s path, the
production of collaborative content.
Futura professionals perceived the importance of
producing content in partnership with different interlocutors of the public, private field and with a
diverse network of social protagonists, transforming
Collaborative
its way of production into one of the most important
production = the dialogic
differentials of the project.
interaction between different
To Canal Futura, this collaborative production
groups and people, that are
presupposes the dialogic and negotiated interacworking towards the same goal.

c

16 years

3

b

1 An interesting analysis of the social value of Canal Futura can be read in the article written by the economist João Pedro
Azevedo (World Bank), which analyses the channel by the methodology known as “willingness to pay”, which verifies the value
that Brazilians viewers attribute to the Futura project. Learn more in: AZEVEDO, J. P. (2009). What is the Value of Educational
Broadcast? Access in 2012, available at Social Science Research Network: SSRN: http://ssrn.com/abstract-1332786

tion between different groups and people, which are working towards a
same goal. Allies internal and external teams in permanent interlocution
about ongoing production procedures, in order to reach products that
allow all the expression of all possible contributions, provided that no
legal obligation, editorial principle of the channel or the commitments
made by Canal Futura to the Brazilian educational and social agenda is
broken.
Being that it is a television channel editorially committed to issues
Brazil needs to address, such as quality education, the training of youngsters and their access to the job market, the social-environmental entrepreneurism and sustainability, among others, Futura could not left aside
the revision of its information production and broadcasting processes,
promoting a procedural and approach update that considered the current context of the Brazilian society, in transition.
This publication synthesizes some of the results of the renovation
efforts of the Canal Futura’s Journalism Center, which intents to take the
procedures for production network, already applied by other sectors of
the channel, to the journalism shows of the channel
schedule.
As the research and development projects are always dynamic and involve, permanently, evaluation
and revision of the choices initially made, its imporResearch and
tant to note that the goals that were being pursued
development projects
up to that point might be revised or even substituted
are always dynamics and involve,
by others. It is this perspective that this report must
permanently, evaluation and
be received, as a reveled work procedure, ongoing
revision of the choices initially
reflection, as a set of “under construction” purposes,
made.
that might be submitted for evaluation and change
at any time.

Rio de Janeiro, november, 2013.
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Since the second semester of 2010,
the Social Network and Public Interest
Newscast project, for the renovation of the
Canal Futura’s Journalism Centre and its
products, has ben outlined.
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I

In this chapter are exposed the choices made until this moment, allowing a better comprehension of how the action was organized and how it
is being conducted with the participation of the internal team and the
outside consultants, connected to the Institute for the Development of
Journalism (PROJOR).2

Proposal and goals • The four
items presented hereafter synthesize
the project’s goals. As the research
and development projects are always
dynamic and involve, permanently,
evaluation and revision of the choices
initially made, it is essential to consider that the goals presented hereafter
might be revised during the development of the work.
Said goals have already been analyzed and were object of concrete intervention made by the professionals of
Canal Futura and of other institutions.
Therefore, despite it being a project still
in development, it already can’t be considered a proposal. The right approach
is to understand that the actions have
already been initiated and that it is an
ongoing project.

Project goals

1. Act in the research and development of
operational models and narrative formats for
the production and analysis of public interest
information, with the possibility of replication
in other Brazilian or foreigner communication
vehicles.

2. Establish a permanent a inter-institutional
space for dialog, research, content production,
broadcast and training of professionals that
wish to work in Canal Futura or in other
public interest communication vehicles, which
characterize practices of network action.

3. Revising Canal Futura’s journalistic

products, including by the creation of new
formats.

4. Make the conceptual and operational

revision of the Canal Futura’s Journalism Center.

2 A group of professionals connected to PROJOR acts as a permanent consultant in this project. They are: Carlos Eduardo Lins
da Silva, CaioTúlio Costa and EugênioBucci. PROJOR is involved in all work stages and is in direct contact with the different
functional levels implicated. A routine of biweekly meetings was established with the project leaders, and others, periodically
scheduled, with all the team. The conceptual debates, the collective visualization and analysis of products, the observation of the
practice field of the newsroom are a few of the work methodologies adopted by the consultancy. Nowadays, the consultants also
make the daily long-distance interlocution about the editorial of the journalism shows of the channel.

In the other chapters of this publication can be found information
about researches, studies and fulfilled activities, which are related to the
four goals already presented. The increase of the participation and of the
contribution of outside producers in the production of journalistic content for the channel, the public callings of production, the accomplishment of national and international workshops and the Declaration of
Editorial Commitments for the Canal Futura’s Journalism are examples
of results already achieved and directly related to the goals.

Conceptual pillars • In its conception, the Social Network and
Public Interest Newscast project was contemplated with the definition of
two conceptual macropillars. These pillars are wide enough to embrace
all of the set of actions intended by the project, as it can be observed
hereafter:

Narrative centrality pillar: production of
public interest contents that are a result of
the investment in the creation of narrative
strategies that attend to the purpose of improving the quality standard of the content
presented by television shows and in other
means used for the broadcast of the journalistic contents produced by Canal Futura
and its partners.

Network production pillar: production of
public interest contents that are a result of
the action in live and virtual collaborative
networks, with strong digital tone, which
configure communications environments
of low hierarchy and big diversity of expressions, with fluency in communication,
education, mobilization, mediation and
social articulation.

The social project of communication in which Canal Futura consists
is characterized by the network action. Despite the fact that its more
apparent face is located on a TV screen, the Futura project embraces
many and different social action initiatives, which result from the permanent activities of social mobilization and organization, as previously
explained in the Presentation text.
For the last few years, this job of establishing a permanent interlocution with different social sectors has been improved in order to point out
a procedure of content production the directly involves the audience.
In this project, the audience word will be used to denominate, in a
generic way, different groups and people that interact with the contents
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A

disseminated by the different products distribution
The audience word
solutions available and being used by Canal Futura:
will
be
used to denominate, in
television, internet, publications, games and educaa
generic
way, different groups
tional kits.
and people that interact with the
The audience must not be understood as an abcontents disseminated by the
stract and passive entity before the contents that it
different products distribution
receives, but as a collective of social-historical subsolutions available and being
jects, establishing never-stopping interaction and
used by Canal Futura: television,
cultural appropriation procedures, which give a
internet, publications, games and
completely new meaning to the contents with which
educational kits.
they interact.
The audience must also be considered in its expressive dimension: as the subject of its own cultural production, which establishes interactions of authorship and co-authorship with the communication means. In the case of Canal Futura,
through the network action. The network action differentiates and characterizes the Canal Futura, strengthening its condition of public interest
communications social project.
The narrative centrality pillar relates to the international and Brazilian journalism context. It comes from the sentiment common to the
professionals of the field that the so-called “journalistic” contents are
presenting some exhaustion, which is manifested not only in the narrative form of the productions, but also in the editorial aspect.
The search for quality herein involves a deep revision of the field
professionals’ work fluxes and procedures, the lexical richness and diversity of the language that they use, the editorial choices that each vehicle establishes for the contents that they produce and distribute.
At first, the project was inspired by the movement known as new
journalism during its search for narrative quality, because this movement characterized, since the 1960s’, mainly in the United States of
America, a set of narrative and procedural transformations similar to
those intended by Futura’s journalism renovation project.

New journalism
In its entry about the theme, the Columbia
Encyclopedia3 defines new journalism as a
writing and journalistic creation style, mainly
adopted be north-American journalists between 1960 and 1970.
In a time marked by intense political,
social and cultural transformations, those
who practiced new journalism embraced the
techniques of fictional and literary writing – a
non-conventional resource for the journalistic community and for the news production
methods of said time –, in order to create
a authorial and intense style, marked by a
strong personality regarding the approach of
the facts, rebuilding dialogs said during the
happenings and incorporating slangs, valuing the narrative from the point of view of its
characters and interviewees.

This movement reflected in many
parts of the world, receiving many different
names, such as Literary Journalism and
Author’s Journalism. Without doubt, two of
its strongest marks are the presence of a
“narrator-author” named in the text, and
the search for an appealing text, with a literary tone. Perhaps it comes from this the
attempts made by different researches to
establish historical threads that interlock in
time these “new journalists” of the 1960s’
to their antecessors from the XIX and XX
centuries. It’s in this search for antecessors that authors such as Charles Dickens4
and, in Brazil, Euclides da Cunha5 are remembered.
The phrase was already known in the
1920s’, when Robert E. Park, author of The
natural history of the newspaper6, refers to the
emergence of the penny press7 in 1830, as

3 Columbia Encyclopedia (2011 30-07). Answer.com reference answers. Retrieved 2011 20-07 from Answer.com: http://www.
answers.com/topic/new-journalism
4 Charles Dickens (1812-1870): was a journalist, started as a legal chronicler and, afterwards, as a reporter covering the debates in Parliament and election campaigns throughout Great Britain. His Sketches by Boz consists of small journalistic plays
written as behavior portraits, originally for the Morning Chronicle. During his career, Dickens kept, for a long time, writing for
newspapers. When he was a little over 20 years old, his book The Pickwick Paper established him as a writer. In 1838, because
of his success with Pickwick, Oliver Twist, which, for the first time, pointed-out the social problems of the Victorian Age, is
published. The novel was weekly published.
5 Euclides Rodrigues Pimenta da Cunha (1866-1909): was a writer, professor, sociologist, journalistic reporter and engineer,
gaining international fame because of his masterpiece Os Sertões (Rebellion in the Backlands), which portraits theCanudosWar. During the initial fase of the CanudosWar, in 1897, Euclides wrote two articles called A NossaVendeia (Our Vendée)
that ended up resulting in an invitation from the newspaper O Estado de São Paulo to witness the end of the conflict as a war
correspondent. This because he, as well as many republicans of that time, considered that AntônioConselheiro’s movement
had the intention of rebuilding the monarchy and was supported by monarchists living in and outside Brazil.
6 PARK, R. E. (1923). The natural history of newspaper.The American Journal of Sociology, XXIX (3), 273-289.
7 Kind of journalism that emerged in the United States around 1930, characterized by cheap publications made for police journalism, personal tragedies, adventure and gossip. It was responsible for the popularization of newspaper reading.
8 New York World was newspaper published in New York between 1860 and 1931, which was under the editorial command of
Joseph Pulitzer from 1883 to 1911. .
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new journalism; the same category in which
the author puts the New York World8, a New
Yorker daily directed by the well-known Joseph Pulitzer for more than two decades and
created in 1880. In other words: the industrialization and urbanization process changed
the face of the United States during the last
half of the XIX century and the newspapers
the circulated in the country entered a new
age, known also as new journalism, which
was marked by urbanization, the formation
of new cultural and social habits. This set
of transformations of the human existential
experience that is known as Modernity had
in the newspapers and magazines one of its
main manifestations.
It was also called like this – new journalism – the journalism that started to emerge
in that country after the Second World War,
when the United States experienced great
prosperity. However, only during the 1960s’
the term new journalism was made popular,
when it began to be used in a more clear and
recurrent manner. The definitions that started to be outlined from that moment on describe the new journalism as a participative
journalism, which searches for the reporter-author, a more sensitive journalism, deeper, investigative, humanist and reformist.9
In a general view of the model, for the
professionals that designate themselves as
“new journalists”, the author has to be present and accompany the facts, in order to hear
conversations, see gestures, facial expressions, environment details. It is an ethnographic journalism, of observation and field
notes.

The new journalism professional must
endeavor to infer the way of thinking of their
real characters, in order to rebuilt their motivations and feelings based on researches
and interviews. As a matter of fact, the interview is the most powerful tool of new journalism, since it is more focused on the human factor than news itself.
It is also a journalism that includes the
making of, the backstage of the production,
which has as much value as the reporter’s
conclusions about the character and the
facts addressed
In the stylistic field, the new journalism recuperates literary narrative resources such as dialogs, detailed descriptions,
punctuation figures that were not very
common in the dominating journalism, like
suspension and exclamation points, besides interjection, onomatopoeia and other
heterodox language resources. In all, the
same severity in the discovery and research
that is expected of any serious, ethical and
high-quality journalism.
In synthesis, as seen before, it is an artistic and creative portrait, which uses techniques of literary writing, deep and detailed
investigation and translation of the different
subjectivities involved.
The writers of new journalism brought
new approaches for themes and areas already written about by the newspapers of the
time. The Vietnam War is an example of a
theme very popular in newspapers in 1960s’
and 1970s’, but it was approached in a very
distinctive way by journalists that dedicated
themselves to the new journalism.

9 As can be read in: MACDOUGALL I, C. D. (1963). Interpretative reporting. Macmillan

Other times, usual newspaper themes,
such as the financial market, were almost
reinvented when they were approach by
techniques developed by new journalism.
The work proposal, from which the
new journalism results, wasn’t always correctly comprehended, as can be seen in the
dictionary’s definition that states: “journalism that is characterized by the reporter’s
subjective interpretations and often features fictional dramatized elements”10, in
which the suggestion of something purely
literary is evident, of personal impressions
and descriptive exaggeration. Or even, how
it is described in Harper Collins’ dictionary:
“a style of journalism originating in the US
in the 1960s, which uses techniques borrowed from fiction to portray a situation or
event as vividly as possible”11 in which, once
more, the literary aspect is the only one
highlighted, contributing for a simplistic
view of the techniques, approaches and text
style of new journalism.

It is considered that Tom Wolfe was one
of the main defense agents of the use of the
expression new journalism after 1960. In his
article published by the New York magazine
on February 14th, 1972, called The birth of
“The New Journalism”12, the author announces and names the emergence of the
narrative genre that is the focus of this publication. However, the work that is considered
the movement’s founder is the article selection organized by said author and published
in 1973, The New Journalism, which included
his texts and those of Truman Capote, Hunter S. Thompson, Norman Mailer, Joan Didion, Robert Christgau and others.13
In its most common manifestation, the
new journalism was mainly used in magazines like the trailblazer The New Yorker,
and others, among which Esquire, New York,
Rolling Stone, The Atlantic Monthly, Harper’s,
Co-Evolution Quartely and for a short period
of time in the 1970s’ the Scanlan’s Monthly
are highlighted.

10 In: Houghton Mifflin Company. (2009). The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language.Houghton Mifflin Company.
11 In: HarperCollins Publishers. (2003). Collins English Dictionary – Complete and Unabridged. New York: HarperCollins Publishers.
12 WOLFE, T. (1972, February 14th). The birth of “The New Journalism”. New York, pp. 30-31.
13 Names of new journalism: Tom Wolfe, Hunter S. Thompson, Joan Didion, George Plimpton, Jimmy Breslin, Gay Talese,
Norman Mailer, Truman Capote, P. J. O’Rourke, Terry Southern. Learn more at: WOLFE, T., & Johnson, E. W. (1973). The New
Journalism. New York: Harper & Row.
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New journalism on television? • The main
characteristics that identify and differentiate the
Narrative
new journalism can and should be revisited during
Journalism is the expression
the creation of a proposal such as the one from Cathat best embraces this project’s
nal Futura, in which the production network, in the
intentions, and that, at the same
manner already defined in the preceding pages, octime, considers and incorporates
the initial inspiration present in the
cupies a highlighted place next to the concern about
new journalism.
a high-quality narrative.
In this project, co-authorship is a fundamental
component and it strengthens the Futura Project’s insertion into the contemporary communications context, valuing the authors and moving the narrative
origins to the places in which they happen.
Despite the fact that it was initially inspired by the new journalism,
this project is not limited by the achievements that might have historically characterized that movement and its protagonists.
Another aspect of the initial inspiration that should be revised is
the one concerning the broadcast medium. The new journalism was
predominant in magazines and some journals, but this project intends
to reach different and new broadcast mediums, such as television and
Internet, which are considerably different from those new journalism’s
magazines and books.
Thus, following the new tendencies of the communications’ research field, the expression Narrative Journalism was defined as the one
that best embraces this project’s intentions, and that, at the same time,
considers and incorporates the initial inspiration present in the new
journalism.
When “narrative quality” and “narrative centrality pillar” are mentioned in this paper, what is sought is that the contents produced by the
Canal Futura’s Journalism Center and its partners are able to translate
the form, content and originality of a narrative journalism produced in
the perspective of a production network alongside society and with different partnerships in communications field.

J

Narrative Journalism and Latin American authors • When
he was invited for the IV Canal Futura’s Network Journalism Meeting, in
July 2011, the General Director of the Fundación Gabriel García Marques
para el Nuevo Periodismo Iberoamericano (FNPI), Jaime Abello Banfi,
contributed for the approximation of the project to the Iberian and Latin
American context.
In a regional perspective, we can identify as “founding fathers” of
this journalistic narrative genre in Latin America, authors like José Martí
(Cuba), Rubén Darío (Nicaragua), Manuel Gutiérrez Nájera (Mexico), Julián del Casal (Cuba) and Euclides da Cunha (Brazil), among others. All
of them were active in the turn of the century (XIX to XX).
Others followed those authors in the XX century, such as Salvador
Novo (Mexico), Roberto Arlt (Argentina), César Vallejo (Peru), Rodolfo
Walsh (Argentina), Tomás Eloy Martínez (Argentina) and Gabriel García
Márquez (Colombia) himself.
Despite the many names that this writing genre received in the region – literary journalism, narrative journalism, author’s journalism –
there is a tendency of calling it a narrative journalism chronicle, and its
authors chroniclers. Juan Villoro determined very well its main characteristics during his classes in the Narrative Journalism Workshop promoted by the FNPI in Buenos Aires in 2011:

Juan Villoro:
“The chronicle is literature’s duckbill because it borrows narrative’s stylistic resources,
dramaturgy’s character’s construction, poetry’s synthesis, a reporter’s strict observation,
research’s and researcher’s exhaustive and obsessive dedication. The chronicle is the more
literary of the journalistic genres and the more journalistic of the literary genres.”14

According to Jaime Abello Banfi, the chronicler encounters the
same challenges as any other creator. The definition of a style, of a
voice. The knowledge of the language in which he is going to write. The
dominium over the text structures and over the narrative resources. The
ethics and the responsibility of the production and broadcast of text and
information. That are added to the current rules for a high-quality narrative journalism, such as quality of the field work, on the streets and
14 Juan Villoro. Taller de periodismo narrativo. Buenos Aires, August 8th to 12th 2011.
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in the networks. The accuracy and transparency of what is being communicated. The right dosage of the appropriate degree of subjectivity
in the production. The commitment to the creative experimentation, to
new audiences, to an educational journalism and not only to the search
for success.
After he identifies these challenges, Jaime Abello Banfi acts as if the
Canal Futura’s Journalism Center had a programmatic horizon. In the
search for a network and higher quality journalism, such must also be
the personal and collective challenges of the channel’s team responsible
for the development of Canal Futura’s narrative journalism.

Methodological dimensions. The project’s expected long-term
result is the remodeling of the Canal Futura’s Journalism Center, so that
it can permanently act in three dimensions: the Training Dimension, the
Operational and the Expressive.
Traning Dimension • The Training Dimension involves the permanent
training in Service of Canal Futura’s personnel, university televisions,
other televisions, communications vehicles and third sector institutions
in institutional partnership, including foreign televisions.
The Training Dimension includes the permanent training of all internal teams and of the network of outside producers. It will be made
possible by the hiring of personnel selected in both internal and external
environments, in order to offer short-term courses for the journalists,
and, also, to get involved in the contents’ research and realization, temporarily sharing the workplace of a traditional newsroom.
Another component of the Training Dimension is the Training Residences, when professionals that came from other televisions and communications vehicles are selected for the training residence, when they
start to be a part of the channel’s teams, participating in all regular activities.
In the project’s current stage, this is possible during the periods of
vacation substitution of Futuras’ personnel, when the temporary hiring
of journalists from the production networks that Canal Futura organizes
is prioritized.
The research work, which would be consisted of researchers and
scientific initiation scholarship students connected to product evaluations and acceptance studies in an interdisciplinary bias, is yet to be
initiated.

Operational Dimension • The Operational Dimension is concerned with
the revision of the operational and technological model of content production inside the “newsrooms”, in order to have a better adjustment to
the conceptual development of the contents being produced.
This dimension results in a revision of three basic components of
the newsroom universe: Production Fluxes and Procedures, Personnel
Functions and Profiles and Operational and Management Model. Many
experiments were made so far, so that the permanent reorganization of
Canal Futura’s Journalism Center’s team can be more fluid and interactive. The main movement aims to turn the organization of the more
traditional newsrooms into “teams by product”, in order to allow the
personnel and functional interactions to happen in different ways.
Expressive Dimension • The Expressive Dimension encompasses the
fulfillment of public interest contents related to the conceptual pillars
of “narrative centrality” and “network production”, with the participation of Canal Futura’s employees and other selected professionals and
university students. In addition to the hiring and capacitation of private
companies and third sector organizations for the assisted production of
public interest contents.
The Expressive Dimension is divided in two basic actions. The Internal Production, which consists of the content creation, production
and broadcast made by a permanent team. And the Production Network,
characterized by the selection of external partners and editorial curatorship, for the production network and broadcast of contents. Both are
non-stop actions already initiated by the project.
With the project’s development, other actions will be necessary, both
additional to those described herein and structural ones, such as: the
Creation of the Editorial Board; the Production and distribution of the
Canal Futura’s Guide to Narrative; Organization of the List of References
for Third Sector Partnerships and Independent Production; Actions for
the internationalization of the Canal Futura’s Journalism Center.
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Traditional organization of a newsroom

Futura's newsroom organization

Journalism Coordinator
Editors
Reporters
Outside Producers

Newscast and
production network
The analysis of the
Production Network of
audiovisual contents,
when it happens in
the journalistic field,
specifically when it comes
from the experiences
developed by the Canal
Futura’s Journalism Center
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I

In this chapter, the Production Network of audiovisual contents will be
analyzed, when it happens in the journalistic field, specifically when
it comes from the experiences developed by Canal Futura’s Journalism
Center in order to fulfill the project’s goal when it is:

Production network pillar: production of public interest contents that result
from the action of live and virtual collaborative networks, with strong digital tone, which are
characterized as low hierarchy and great expression diversity communications environment, with
communications, education, mobilization, mediation and social organization fluency.

The production network, basically understood as a contents production in which there is some kind of involvement or participation of
people whom are not employed by channel and that might editorially
influence the production, relies on, in Futura, a plurality of interlocutors
such as independent producers and collaborators, Brazilian and foreign
TV channels, non-governmental organizations, public entities and other;
which sometimes are active participants of Futura’s editorial projects.
A private or State’s communications project is of public interest depending on the intensity and quality of the relationship between its editorial project and the society. The society that determines if something
is or isn’t of public interest. Thence the importance of a communications
social project, such as Canal Futura, permanently invest in solutions for
relationship and production network for the development of contents
alongside society.

Interpretation of Production Network’s Dynamic • A
collaborative production of audiovisual contents is related to a wider
context of social production that the researcher Filipe Barros named collaborative communications.15 In other words, the “media practices that depend on the users for the production of contents” set. According to this
author, the collaborative communications gained more visibility in the
last few years because of the many experiences of content production
that exploded on the Internet, such as Wikipedia (www.wikipedia.org)
and Overmundo (www.overmundo.com.br).
Therefore, the “collaborative practices are related to the Internet’s
current moment, in which contents publication tools are widely available
and are relatively easy to use”.16 It is in this historical, political and social
moment that the expansion of participative communications solutions is
happening and it is being called web 2.0. The many current changes “generated a reconfiguration of the communications field,
worrying the dominant model of broadcast, in which
only one is responsible for the communication”.17
Some studies call this phenomenon the liberation of
Wikipedia and Overmundo are
the issuing pole, characterizing a rearrangement of
good examples of collaborative
the dominant communications model of one-to-macommunications, in which instead
ny, as a result of the new possibilities of production
of one-to-many:
and distribution of communications solutions contents in the many-to-many model. However, Barros,
without losing sight of the market and of the many
communications conglomerates, suggests a more reasonable treatment for the phenomenon, understanding it as a democratization of the issuing pole. In a more
We have many-to-many:
people and group participation in the network production of contents perspective, which end up being
distributed to many.
For the Canal Futura, the concept of collaborative production can be thought of in a similar way to
what was said before regarding the contents available
on the worldwide computer’s web, especially consid-

15 More information about this discussion can be found in: BARROS, F. (2007). Produção e ediçãocolaborativana internet: o
caso do Overmundo.Ciberlegenda, 9 [19].
16 Idem, ibidem.
17 Idem, ibidem.
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ering the different production processes. In other words, a production
process in which different interlocutors (individuals or institutions)
collaborate, so that the result achieved (audiovisual content) reflects a
direction convergence to a specific production consensus, negotiated by
all involved and considering the editorial commitments and responsibilities – including legal obligations – to which a television channel is
submitted by the Brazilian law.
For instance, during the construction of an entry on Wikipedia, different authors can intervene in the text editing, changing it to correct
information or to add new details, effectively contributing to the final version of the text that is going to be published on the Internet. If
there is any disagreement concerning the procedures of collaborative
editing, the Wikipedia environment has discussion areas in which the
contributors can argue in order to reach a consensus. However, the weak
regulation that characterizes the worldwide computer’s web creates less
restrictive editorial environments, if compared to the environment of
regulatory communications services concessions, such as the educational television.
Thus, important characteristics of web collaborative production,
like co-authorship and self-regulation, can’t be “automatically” transferred to production network for television.
When a television channel opts for the collaborative production of
audiovisual contents, it must be conscious of the consequences and responsibilities that this choice will generate. The Canal Futura’s Journalism Center’s experiments with this production model show that there
is a determined set of issues that are always present in the production
relationships, and the confrontation of said issues directly results in the
success or failure of the initiatives.
The institutional condition, the production’s rating and remuneration, the production networks’ constitution and operation, the editorial
and narrative issue and the ownership will be, hereafter, introduced and
explained.

The issue of the institutional character • It is not unusual
for civil society’s organizations to operate under the sign
of informality. Even if, when it is already legally constituted, they maintain many of their actions somewhat informal. From
that comes one of the biggest difficulties for the public agencies and
communications companies to be able to build a relationship with the
collective of social actors that are producing contents in a production
network.
In order to attend to the Brazilian law that regulates the propagation
via radio, the production of audiovisual contents for television has to
follow a series of procedures and respect a strict bureaucracy that might
make some collaborative production partnerships impossible. Authorizations for the use of image and voice, contracts with service providers,
payments relating to the use of phonograms, the issuing of the Brazilian
Product Certificate (CPB/Ancine) and of the Title Registration Certificate
(CRT/Ancine), of legal permits for recording under-age people, are a few
examples of the routines that must be followed so that an audiovisual
material can be exhibited on TV.
To better explain, just for the issuing of legal permits for recording
under-age people many documents are required, like parents’ authorization, the script, the details of each of the locations that will be used, the
clean bill of health for each under-age and so on.
Therefore, the more common felling, always expressed by the society’s organizations, is that the partnership with television brought
them a huge set of obligations, which a result of the action’s institutional character. Those obligations were not a part of their creation

The action’s ideas of
modularity and
granularity are a possible
solution for the institutional
dilemma because they promote
a balanced work distribution, in a
manner that fits the institutional
condition of each partner of the
production network.
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and production fluxes, which had a more informal
nature, appropriate for an educational or a local
mobilization activity, in which the production of
audiovisual contents is justified, especially, by the
process’ pedagogy. In this case, a conflict between
the initiative’s legitimacy and legality can be perceived.
A possible solution for this dilemma would
be the clear comprehension of the action’s ideas of
modularity and granularity, which can ensure the
success of a collaborative production enterprise because they promote a balanced work distribution, in
a manner that fits the institutional condition of each
partner of the production network. Still, new chal-

lenges might represent an opportunity for growth and qualification of
smaller partners, as they reach new production levels.18
In a journey of collaborative production, each of its participants
must be responsible for the obligations that relate to its institutional
reach, avoiding the overload of small and more informal structures with
responsibilities that they will not be able to fulfill. Many times, due to
an unbalanced distribution of responsibilities, the smaller organizations
find themselves “blowing-up“ their teams, forcing an unplanned growth
and creating a situation that compromises the sustainability conditions
of the groups.
This issue drives the discussion towards another one, which relates
to: how the collaborative production is rated and remunerated.

The issue of the collaborative production’s rating and remuneration • The idea that a collaborative production it’s not
the subject of remuneration is very present in people’s minds. When one understands the collaborative production as
simply the transmission of previously produced audiovisual contents,
the remuneration due to its inclusion in a channel’s schedule is, indeed, unusual. The channel doesn’t pay for the utilization of the content,
but, the producer, usually, considers that having his work distributed
to a large number of people and next to similar works results in him
receiving “something” in return. In other words, even if this relationship
presupposes a barter economics and a general sense of value increase of
the work, disregarded in a more simplistic reflection.
In an opposite way, the experience of Canal Futura, when it involves
the collaboration of social actors and society’s networks in the production of contents, the common practice is the remuneration of the outside
partners.

18 The production network efficiency depends on two characteristics related to project management, the modularity and
granularity, as Simon and Vieira explain in their text about the contemporary intellectual property: “a project organized with
modularity is the one that can be divided in relatively independent and varied tasks; such project may unite collaborators that
have different talents and motivations, and will allow that they work simultaneously with no risk to the compatibility of their
efforts. The project that has granularity is the one that has tasks of different sizes: there are small tasks (i.e. short or simple),
for those who have little specific knowledge or little time available; and there are big tasks, for those who want to dedicate
themselves more or have knowledge that is rare in the community. The granularity allows the reach of the highest number
possible of interested people: if there were no small tasks, many users would have decided to not contribute to the project
– either because they don’t have time available, or because they are not capable to contribute to the project.” More information in: SIMON, I., & VIEIRA, M. S. (s. d.). A propriedadeintelectualdiante da emergência da produção social.Access on March
5th 2008, available in: Incubadora Virtual de ConteúdosDigitais: http://conhecimento.incubadora.fapesp.br/portal/trabalhos/
miguel/wiki/APropriedadeIntelectualDianteDaEmergc3aancia- DaProduc3a7c3a3oSocialVersc3a3oDe14mar07

This remuneration is related to the value attributed
to the work that was accomplished. As the maOne of the alternatives that are
rket for audiovisual productions exists in the Counbeing discussed is to substitute
try, a market that controls the value of each kind of
a remuneration calculated by
audiovisual production, the “product” of a collaboproduct produced with another
kind of investment that is oriented
rative production ends-up being valued according to
by the sustainability of the
the numbers already established for this business.
collaborative production network
The frequent use of these negotiation proceitself. In a simple translation, this
dures makes the feeling, expressed many times by
alternative can be understood as
the social movement entities, that they are “underremuneration “due to the process”
paid” for the “products“ they produce in the collaboand not due to the result or the
rative production dynamic sound strange.
“product”.
At first, this might sound strange, since this remuneration is valued according to the same numbers that a radio transmission company uses in the service market for
the independent production (of private companies that can be hired for
the production of audiovisual contents).
The idea of “audiovisual product” makes us think of production and
circulation of goods, products, services and, consequently, of a market.
It can be considered, generically, a “product” that which results of a
productive activity, whether individual or collective, organized in this
or that manner, collaborative or according to a specific separation of jobs
throughout the stages of the production process.19 But the generalizing
use of the expression “audiovisual product”, in the productions that are
collaborative and in a network with society, weakens the wider meaning
of this action, because it doesn’t value the specificities of each process,
minimizing the results obtained, which are the fruits of the collective
construction of knowledge made by everyone involved. The process includes the “audiovisual product”, but it is much wider than it. In many
cases, it would be admissible to think in a value attribution and remuneration that surpassed the “product’s” market value.
On the other hand, even if this is not the intention, when the results
of a collaborative production experience are simply called “audiovisual
products” they are automatically submitted to same kind of appreciation
as the goods and services that were made exclusively “for” and “according to” the market. For example: commercialization and consume avail-

19 The definition of “product” can by found in an Economics Dictionary, such as the one from EditoraAbril, used herein: AUGUSTO, A. and others (1985). Dicionário de economia. São Paulo: Abril.
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ability, appearance, package, performance, delivery deadline, warranty,
price and expiration date.
Making the proper substitutions, it would be like asking if an audiovisual product produced by children has the same “quality” of one produced by communications professionals. Or if the operational cost of the
educational activity corresponded to the “value” of the “final product”.
And what is the “final product” in this case? The cultural expression?
The identities construction and affirmation? How much is it worth?
As is perfectly clear, the parameters and the nomenclature of the
traditional market are not well fitted for the accomplishments and dynamics of the production network. Therefore, in this case, whenever the
remuneration is calculated according to the parameters of the traditional
market, it will most likely be evaluated as being insufficient or not corresponding to the action’s value.
For this issue of collaborative production value attribution and remuneration there’s no foreseeable solution. One of the alternatives that
are being discussed is to substitute a remuneration calculated by product produced with another kind of investment that is oriented by the
sustainability of the collaborative production network itself. In a simple
translation, this alternative can be understood as remuneration “due to
the process” and not due to the result or the “product”.

The issue of the collaborative production network’s constitution and operation• The previous reflection brought
the discussion to the field of collaborative production
networks. An audiovisual contents’ collaborative production network
must presuppose a protocol that regulates its operation and a common
space in which the contents can be accessed (a website, a TV channel,
etc.). The reason for this concern is the determination of the direction
in which the relationships between the points that
form the network are established. Specially if there
is remuneration involved, when a tendency towards
a subordination relationship can be noticed that
establishes a periphery-center direction, instead of
the desired inter-points relationships, which should
characterize the collaborative production.
When this kind of deviation happens, the idea
of a many-to-many communications is impaired,
and there’s a risk of repeating the traditional model

In order to have a democratization
of the issuing pole, the power
relationships within the network
must be regulated by a protocol,
which main objective is making
sure that the inter-points
relationships are equal.

of communication – one-to-many. In order to have a democratization of
the issuing pole, the power relationships within the network must be
regulated by a protocol, which main objective is making sure that the
inter-points relationships are equal, even when they are very different
from each other (in what concerns the modularity of the action and
the granularity of the attributions of each point in the common process that was established). This way of operating in a network directly
interferes in two fundamental issues: the editorial and narrative issue,
and the issue of ownership of the audiovisual contents collaboratively
produced.

The editorial and narrative issue • In a conventional model of production, the contents management is centralized.
The contents management must by understood as a set of
options that defines which themes will be a part of the schedule (what)
and in what way they will be presented (how). In another words, which
will be the editorial options and respective narrative genres chosen.
These choices, which are usually restricted to a small group of people,
identify a television channel, a development agency or a contents producer.
When it presupposes a decentralization of the issuing pole and a
many-to-many communications model that is operated by a network,
the traditional solution for contents management becomes impractical.
Unless the network allows itself to be tainted by a power relationship
that is unequal, based on the institutional nature of pairs, or on its resources availability, the collaborative production requires a decentralized and participative contents management. The negotiations must be
democratic and participative and they require that the TV stations have
a professional profile that usually isn’t a part of its
staff. It is a hard, complex job, due to the many variables that appear throughout the process. However,
the promises of renovation of the contents and narThe permanent interlocution with
ratives of the TV schedules are, partially, based on
individuals and groups, in a context
this same complexity.
of great development of new
Preparing for a permanent interlocution with
information and communications
individuals and groups, in a context of great detechnologies, guaranteeing the
velopment of new information and communicaplurality of expression, but
tions technologies, guaranteeing the plurality of
without giving-up the curatorship
expression, but without giving-up the curatorship
responsibilities.
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responsibilities and the respect for the Brazilian laws that regulate the
communications environment, is more than a desire of Canal Futura, it
is, today, a requirement for educational and public interest television
channels.

The issue of ownership of audiovisual contents • The main
product of the television business is the audiovisual content,
and its production and ownership represent a big percentage
of a television channel’s main activity. Therefore, the choice for a collaborative seems like a paradox, once it will certainly result in contents that
are the fruit of a production by pairs and that are not always subjected to
the ownership of a single copyright owner.
In the case of a collaborative production dynamic that has the Internet and the development of free software as its “stage”, many alternatives for the solution of the ownership issue – such
as copyleft20 and the creative commons – are being
study. Once more, when we consider the communications’ regulatory environment, the problem beOne way or another, all of the
comes more complex. The current legislation, which
current market logic will be
regulates and certifies the Brazilian audiovisual
changed when it acknowledges
product, doesn’t mention ownership alternatives.21
the value and the importance
Canal Futura has been resolving this kind of
of the process and not only of
problem by using its own set of norms, but it still
the product, establishing new
doesn’t have a permanent solution for this issue.
sustainability mechanisms that
Somehow, all of the current market logic will be
involve different ways of circulation
changed when it acknowledges the value and the
for the audiovisual contents
importance of the process and not only of the prodproduced by multiple authors.

20 Simon and Viera explain this concept: “the copyleft is based-on copyright: on the premise that the author has, largely,
the right to decide the destination and the use (more specifically, its distribution and the creation of derived products) of the
intellectual good that he produces. However, what the copyleftdoes thenceforth is to invert the traditional use of intellectual
property: the creator allows the work to be, with no restrictions, used, derived, and redistributed, provided that under the same
terms. In other words, the redistributed and/or derived works must also be redistributed and/or derived with no restrictions
– always respecting the terms of the same license […] this distinguishes the copyleftfrom the liberation of a product into the
public domain. A product in the public domain can be used for the production of a derived product; but the resulting product
can be protected by copyright, owned by its author. The copyleft doesn’t allow this: the original product starts a derivation chain
that will always have same terms and conditions.” I.e., the guarantee of the copyleft’sprotection: the guarantee that no user
will be able to transform a commons into an intellectual property. See: SIMON, I., & VIEIRA, M. S. A propriedade intellectual
diante da emergência da produção social.Work already cited
21 See: AGÊNCIA NACIONAL DE CINEMA. (2004). Norm n. 25, March 30, 2004. Dispõesobreaemissão de certificado de produtobrasileiro e dáoutrasprovidências. Brasília, DF, Brasil.

uct, establishing new sustainability mechanisms that involve different
ways of circulation for the audiovisual contents produced by multiple
authors.
The issues of the institutional character, the collaborative production rating and remuneration, the way in which the collaborative production networks are being constituted and operated, of how the editorial and narrative issues are being resolved and of the ownership of the
contents, are fundamental and must be faced in earnest by all who work
in the communications field. The Canal Futura’s Journalism Center has
encountered these discussions in different lines of internal and external
work, complementary lines that are not mutually exclusive, but always
searching for good practices of production network.
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Canal Futura’s
Journalism

T

The Canal Futura’s Journalism Center is responsible for many
shows of the channel’s schedule, they are contents of continuous
production either in a daily or a weekly basis. Hereunder is presented the set of NJCF’s (Canal Futura’s Journalism Center) productions.22

22 In alphabetical order. Reflects the reality at the end of the year 2013, when this volume was
written.

Conexão Futura

Jornal Futura

Futura Connection

Futura News

Innovative format of live newscast, which
focuses on providing services, on the unfolding
of the schedule and on the motives that drive the
actions of Canal Futura.

Newscast that highlights education,
social commitment and responsibility,
health and citizenship themes.
daily
Monday to Friday
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daily
Monday to Friday

min

30
min

Você Faz a Diferença
You Make the Difference

Entrevista
Interview

Interview collections about themes that
are essential to the Brazilian agenda,
organized by invited journalists.
Weekly
26 episodes per Season

15
min

Daily
4 times per day

Pelo Campus

Sala de Notícias

Throughout the Campus

Newsroom

Education, research and extension
programs in the universities partners of
Canal Futura. Produced in a partnership
with the Canal Futura’s Relations
Department for Partner Universities.
Weekly
different number
of episodes per Season

15

Audiovisual projects produced by students
finishing university, selected by Open Call.

per season

Varieties and contextualization of Brazilian
and foreign news through documentary
reports produced by outside teams based on
ideas selected by Open Call.
Daily
	Twice a Day,
divided into seasons

15
min

debate

Studen’s Newsroom

Weekly
20 episodes

1min
30seg

min

Sala de Notícias Estudantes
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Good practices of private socially aware
investments based on the projects and
actions that involve the Canal Futura’s
network of maintainer partners.

15
min

Debates between specialists and guests
about different themes, developing them, in
order to help the viewer to form an opinion
about said themes.
Weekly

52
min

inteRaCtivity ResouRCes and stRategies • A set of various
interactivity resources is available for the team and for the center’s shows, which facilitates the work process and helps to determine the characteristics that identify each one of said shows. These resources are
important, because they increase the possibilities of production network
for Canal Futura’s journalism.

telephone • The shows produced by the Journalism Center and
transmitted live can have participation of the general public or of
guests through conventional telephone calls, using the number
made available for the spectators, or calls made by the shows’ teams.
e-mail • Canal Futura and the journalism shows have e-mails,
to which the audience can send questions, comments and ideas
for new episodes.
Cat • During the live shows, the team of the Viewer Call Center
(CAT – Central de Atendimento ao Telespectador) helps the
journalism team, directing the calls to the teams responsible for each
show. The Call Center number is provided during the transmissions.
skype • Since the first half of 2012, the Main Control room
of Canal Futura’s studio has the Skype Technology, in order
to promote the participation of guests, either in Brazil or in
other countries, that otherwise wouldn’t be able to be a part of the show,
integrating their voices and images into it.
YouTube • Futura has a YouTube channel, onto which, right
after they end on television, the episodes of the journalism
shows are posted. In the second half of 2011, a second YouTube
channel was launched exclusively for the inter-episodes produced by the
You Make the Difference team.
twitter • Through its Twitter account, Canal Futura’s journalism
develops actions alongside the New Media team, aiming for
more interactive and direct audience participation.
Facebook • The shows have the support of Canal Futura’s
Facebook profile and fanpage, which helps the audience to
follow the production processes that the shows are involved in.

streaming • Since the second half of 2011 the journalism
shows are also transmitted on the Internet via live streaming,
allowing a bigger audience for the contents and enhancing the
participation in the shows through interactivity tools such as chat, Twitter
e Facebook. The live streaming is available on the main page of the Canal
Futura website.

the ColleCtive elaboRation oF editoRial pReMises • One of
the first focus-points of the project was the elaboration of a set of editorial premises, which would guide the work of the whole team and the
strategies for the selection process of the shows’ agenda.
To accomplish this a collective dynamic was established, to which
the personnel of the Journalism Center was invited to be a part of. At
first, all team members were challenged to make a list of topics that
would later on be a part of a document, which received the inside nickname “cobre, não cobre” (“cover, not cover”). In other words, the themes
and facts that Canal Futura’s journalism should, or shouldn’t, cover.
Those lists, first individually organized, and afterwards organized
by small groups, were discussed many times in team meetings. In such
occasions, the many internal actors were able to debate, arguing for and
against subjects, including or excluding them from the lists. It was also
possible to recover important aspects of Canal Futura’s mission and vision, as a whole, making so that the journalism project was in harmony
with all the rest of the organization.
After said discussions, the project’s managing team organized, with
the support of outside consultants, a first declaration that was also presented to the team and collectively discussed, in order to reach the current version of the declaration of Canal Futura’s Journalism Center editorial
Commitments, copied hereafter.
This declaration must be seen as a temporary document, which
must be periodically revisited so that it can be enhanced, updated and
even so its goals can be changed, following a dynamic comprehension
of the work and of the concepts that guide the channel’s journalism.
It inspires the group’s work and brings elements that help the other
actors of the public communications field in the search for their own
identity.
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Scheme of the methodology used for the
development of the Letter of Editorial Commitments

Journalism Center
team
Publication and distribution
Collective Document
“cover, not cover”

Institutional validation

Group discussion

Alignment with the
channel’s mission and
vision

Organization of the declaration

Declaration of Canal
Futura’s Journalism Center 		
	Editorial Commitments
Canal Futura’s journalism’s mission is to
contribute, through communications, education and the participation of the society, to the full development of people and
communities. It intends to be an expressive
channel and a place in which different segments of society can meet.
In its practices and productions, Futura’s Journalism seeks to be a reference in
public interest media, capable of innovating the ways of accomplishment and production of contents and of collaborating to
the social transformation processes that
emancipate the human being.
The principles and values that guide
this journalism are the same as those that
steer the Canal Futura:
Community spirit: encourages solidarity
and people’s involvement in actions that
promote the improvement in the quality of
life of their families and communities.
Pluralism: Reflect the diversity of the cultural manifestations and the richness of the
Brazilian people.
Entrepreneur spirit: Values both the individual and the cooperative initiative, helping
those who take the risk of building something new, who make bold decisions, who
work towards personal growth and the
country’s development
Ethics: Bet on the respect for the ethical
values, the rights and responsibilities of
citizens and organizations.
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Social and Environmental sustainability:
Adopt commitments with socially and environmentally sustainable practices and with
the broadcast of contents that pursuit the
planet’s preservation and the responsible
use of natural resources.
Futura’s journalism, like every other
journalism, works with present facts, but
avoids having as its main product the hard
news – the news that describes events the
moment they happen, with an agenda that
only orbits around the general interest
themes. Watchful of its mission, Futura’s
journalism aims to contextualize the facts
and to use new narrative styles. Its focus is
to portrait and highlight the good practices
and the personal histories that are more relevant to its audience.
To do so, it may grab the facts of the
general newscast and use them as a starting
point, but never as the ultimate goal. It also
uses its own criteria to develop stories that
are a part of its area of interest.
Futura’s journalism differentiates itself by its choices of contents by its dialogical and relational modus operandi, which
is based on relationship and cooperation.
Thus, we can say that Futura’s journalism is
build by networks, with different production
and editing partnerships with universities,
television channels, independent producers,
the private sector, society’s foundations and
organizations and directly with its spectators.
The information and communications
technologies are essential for the engagement of Futura’s multiple partners. They
help the professionals of Futura’s Journalism to seed and raise participation, through
interactivity and relational dynamics.

In the production network’s perspective, Futura’s Journalism presents to the
public its factual account, which has the
marks of its own style, polyphonic, dialogical, with a language that embraces various
authors and coauthors, organized in an interaction of permanent editorial mediation
and curatorship. Plurality of points of view,
narrative diversity and co-authorships are
identifying marks of Futura’s Journalism.
In the profession’s best spirit, Canal
Futura’s Journalism must not be confused
with causes, ideologies or products propaganda. When the audience perceives jour-

nalism as propaganda it loses its credibility
and respect. Consequently, its contribution
for the causes it intends to support loses
greatness and efficiency.
Besides the fact that it is a unique way
of relaying facts and broadcasting ideas,
Canal Futura’s Journalism organizes dialogs and builds bridges. The contents created using these premises is formatted by
narratives that wish to create enchantment,
which are be absorbed as conversations
and not as speeches about facts; which are
able to provoke those who watch or listen to
them.

Quality indicators • In consonance with recent studies conducted in various countries, working towards granting more objectivity to
the process of evaluation of the editorial quality of informative contents,
Canal Futura established a set of quality indicators for its journalism,
and a metric system for its application.23
The quality indicators will be observed by all of Futura’s Journalism
team, both in the conduction of its daily activities of internal work, and
when they act as curators during the production of contents by third
parties, hired by Futura.
The indicators presented herein originated from the four quality pillars that must be observe by Canal Futura in all of its productions: Legal
Quality, Content Quality, Technical Quality and Narrative Quality, unfolding
and dividing them into three sets that together for a total of nine indicators.
Based on the four pillars already presented, the following groups
and quality indicators were established:

23 The final version is based on the text written by Carlos Eduardo Lins da Silva, considering the critical reading of LúciaAraújo,
EugênioBucci and JosíBrito Cunha. It also incorporates the discussion that took place at the V Canal Futura’s Journalism Network Meeting (2012), when the first version of the indicators was debated by all participants of the meeting, including Futura’s
Journalism internal team and the representatives of the universities that are Canal Futura’s partners.

The Legal Quality of an audiovisual
work is related to the fulfillment of
all legal requirements, especially
of those laws that regulate the
production and distributions of
contents, ownership and authorship,
image and voice rights.

The Technical Quality values the
technological aspects of an audiovisual
production, in order to ensure a
quality communications service that is
within the standards that the Brazilian
population was accustomed to by other
radio transmission services.

Work institutional character and ethics

Indicator 1:

Transparent and ethical management and agenda selection, production and information editing. Information about the administration of Canal Futura’s
Journalism, including its mission and goals and aims, as well as about the procedures of selection of agendas, production and information editing, must always be easily accessible for the
internal public, the audience, for Canal Futura’s maintainer partners and for society as a whole.
The relationship between Canal Futura’s Journalism and all of its partners must be transparent
concerning, for example, the use of the material produced for broadcast by the channel (which
must be regulated by ownership deals) or the journalistic coverage of events promoted by maintainer partners (which must follow – as must every other coverage – the essential ethical and
technical rules of journalism).

Methodology, Technique and Technologies

Indicator 2:

Technical quality
standard. The good technical quality of
Futura’s Journalism production must be one
of its main concerns and it must implement
control mechanisms in order to ensure permanent updates and maintenance of equipment and systems, the constant investment
in technology and innovation, the team’s capacitation and training.

Indicator 3:

Information correction. Futura’s Journalism can’t make
factual or formal mistakes and all measures
available must be implemented in order to
minimize the chances of making a mistake,
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this measures can be permanent writing
manuals or specific manuals for especial
coverage, as well as control procedures for
the verification, count and identification of responsibility for the mistakes that eventually
happen. Canal Futura’s Journalism values
the Portuguese Language Standard Norm,
being one of the social agents for its dissemination, but also values the diversity of the
language’s expression of the country’s many
regions

Indicator 4:

Interaction and
relationship with the public. Through
the mechanisms that Canal Futura already

Content Quality consists on the
attention to the standard norm, the
ethical principles while working with any
theme, the verification and update of all
information broadcasted by an educational
channel.

Narrative Quality indicates
the nonstop search for language
renovation, permanent innovation
and linkage between content
and form, herein considered as
inseparable components of an
audiovisual product.

Content, Language and Narratives

Indicator 6:

Impartiality and independence. Even tough Futura’s Journalism might
and even should have clear views about big social issues of the country, respecting the channel’s direction as it was described above, it can’t pick sides on specific issues and must always offer
to its audience the highest number possible of different and even antagonistic opinions regarding
said issues, allowing each person to arrive to his/her own conclusion about them. Canal Futura’s
Journalism must operate with autonomy regarding governments, companies, non-governmental
organizations and whichever other social actors, with which it works, but in which it can’t solely
depend on for the exercise of its professional role.

Indicator 7:

Geographic coverage. Canal Futura’s Journalism must always work towards the widest geographic coverage possible in its reports and for the availability of its
shows, avoiding the privilege of the traditional areas of the country that have economical, political
and cultural concentration.

Indicator 8: Diversity. In both its
has and others that might be created,
the Journalism must maximize its interaction and relationship with the public,
not only during the transmission of contents, but mainly during its production
and its possible practical real life consequences.

Indicator 5: Audience satisfaction. Futura’s Journalism must, in
consonance with the channel’s mission,
not only measure the number of spectators, but also assess, through efficient
means, how much they learned from the
shows and how loyal they are to them..

internal polices and practices and the elaboration of its schedule, Futura’s Journalism
must respect all diversity aspects by including
the highest number of voices, preferences, esthetics, points of view, ages, ethnic and religious identities and sexual orientations.

Indicador 9: Liberty, creativity and
plurality of expressions. The esthetic innovation of the journalistic language must be
one of Futura’s Journalism priorities and, for
this purpose, all measures possible must be
implemented in order to stimulate the experimentation and, at the same time, maintain the
quality and efficiency evaluation system.

Metric System for evaluating:

Metric System for evaluating:

Metric system for applying the quality indicators • The
metric system used for the application of the indicators will also be presented. The metric system was defined, and will be presented, for each
set of indicators, establishing parameters for the evaluation of the team’s
work and of the contents produced considering the institutional character
and work ethics, methodology, technique and technologies used and the content, languages and narratives.

The Institutional Character and Work Ethics
The level of knowledge about Canal Futura’s Journalism, its goals, the editorial
processes and commitments, shown by the Journalism Center through an annual
electronic survey and through personal interview during the procedures of the PDH –
Roberto Marinho Foundation’s Human Development of Human Resources Management
Plan, which happens every year.24
The level of knowledge about the goals, procedures and contents produced by Canal Futura’s Journalism, shown by the channel’s teams, annually verified through
electronic survey.
The level of knowledge about the goals, procedures and contents produced by
Canal Futura’s Journalism, shown by the channel’s outside collaborators, which
act alongside the Canal Futura’s Journalism Center, annually verified through electronic
survey.

Content, Language and Narratives
Evaluation of the contents produced by the Journalism Center during dynamics of
qualitative evaluation, mainly through the Conversations with the Audience, promoted by Canal Futura.
The Critical reading of the contents produced by the Journalism Center by an outside consultancy.
Evaluation by an outside onbudsman.

24 It is a dynamic activity that involves the direct dialog between all leaders and the collaborators they work with, promoting an
evaluation of the experience of working together and also the quality of the company’s professional environment. Since 2012,
during the meetings that constitute the Human Development Plan, the Journalism Center is included in a set of issues that
concern the ongoing project. This allows a closer and more personal look over the level of knowledge about the project and
the level of involvement of each employee in the changes promoted by the ongoing project.
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Metric System for evaluating:

Methodology, technique and technologies
Occurrence of technical problems that result from the procedures
of sound and video recording and editing, in contents produced by
the Canal Futura’s Journalism Center.
Occurrence of technical problems that result from the procedures
of sound and video recording and editing, in contents hired by the
Canal Futura’s Journalism Center and produced by third parties.
Level of adequacy of the technical resources and personnel available after the evaluation of Canal Futura’s Journalism Center and
Operations Center teams, annually verified by electronic survey.
Occurrence of factual and/or formal mistakes during the presentation of contents broadcasted by Canal Futura’s Journalism Center, permanently verified by outside consultant.
Occurrence of Portuguese grammar mistakes during the presentation of contents broadcasted by Canal Futura’s Journalism Center, permanently verified by outside consultant.
Interaction between the audience and the contents produced
by Canal Futura’s Journalism Center, accounted for by a report
written by the Viewer Call Center team and by audience’s performance throughout its relationship with Canal Futura by means of social networks and areas of live interaction.
Level of the audience’s satisfaction with the shows broadcasted
by Canal Futura’s Journalism Center, verified by what the spectators say to the Viewer Call Center, which is divided into criticisms and
compliments
Knowledge and mention of the contents produced by the Journalism Center during Canal Futura’s audience surveys.
Audience’s satisfaction with the contents produced by the Journalism Center during Canal Futura’s audience surveys.

Indicators
evaluation and
recent experience
of Canal Futura’s
Journalism Center
After the Quality Indicators were approved
for Canal Futura’s journalism, since the
beginning of 2013 evaluation routines were
created, for the examination of the contents
produced using the metric systems that
were collectively established.
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The evaluation was made through individual interviews with the internal
team; electronic questionnaires given to the internal team and to the journalism’s outside partners to answer; outside evaluation by professionals
of the Institute for the Development of Journalism (PROJOR) during the
follow-up of the daily schedule; quantitative surveys of the information
of Canal Futura’s Journalism Center; analysis of the data provided by the
Viewer Call Center and by the DataFolha Institute, the latter concerning
the annual audience surveys requested by Canal Futura.
Lastly, a sample of the channel’s main journalism shows were submitted for an independent evaluation, not based on the Futura’s Quality
Indicators, by the Media Studies Research Group coordinated by Professor César Migliorin and linked to the Fluminense Federal University
(UFF).
Herein are the data and the information produced by different processes and methodologies, in an effort to develop a synthesis and a reflection about the quality of the work and of the contents produced by
Canal Futura’s Journalism Center. Noting the gains and identifying the
challenges that couldn’t be overcome, discovering new procedures and
learning about the difficulties of a production network, leaves the pleasant felling of being able to contribute to other public communications
initiatives by sharing and evaluating the experience of Futura’s journalism, what it has achieved and the goals that are still to be reached.

Canal Futura’s journalism seen from within • It started
with individual meetings with the team of Canal Futura’s Journalism
Center. In these interviews the goal was to verify the level of knowledge
of each collaborator about the ongoing project, and also to evaluate the
nature of the individual commitment to the general goals of the proposal and the specific goals of the shows in which each professional is
involved.
Not only did these meetings enable a qualitative evaluation of the
project and of the team’s performance, these conversations gave birth to
an electronic questionnaire, which was
afterwards given to all members of the
internal team and to different outside
teams, which maintain a dialog with
Thematic structure of the electronic
the channel and with the journalism as
questionnaire given to the internal
producers of production networks.
team and the outside collaborators of
It was important to have these
Canal Futura’s journalism
meetings before the electronic questionnaire, in order to formulate and
Canal Futura’s Journalism
test a series of questions closer to the
a) Knowledge about the journalism
reality of the project and of the teams.
renovation project
The individual meetings increased the
managers’ understanding about the
b) The quality of the journalism and its
level of the team’s commitment and
shows
worked as a preview of the issues that
the electronic questionnaire was going
Human resources and materials for the
to evaluate. After the individual meetproject’s fulfillment
ings it was possible to divide the struca) Team and its organization
ture of the on-line questionnaire into
b) Budget resources
three great areas: Canal Futura’s Jour-

1.

2.

c) Technical resources
•

Studio

•

External recordings units

•

Editing and post-production

•

Office, software and electronic tools

3. Quality of the work and of the journalism
a) Quality indicators
b) Sources for the production of journalism
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nalism; human resources and materials for
the project’s fulfillment; quality of the work
and of Canal Futura’s journalism. These

three thematic areas were subdivided
into other ones, as the presented by the
adjacent scheme.
As a methodological synthesis
of this first stage, first the individual
meetings with the team of Futura’s journalism took place, which gave birth to
an electronic questionnaire given to the

same team and also to other teams, including to the outside collaborators.
After the general data tabulation, the results were once again discussed with the team, identifying issues that should be reviewed in the
daily practices and acknowledging the many group accomplishments
concerning the project’s goals. A methodological procedure that must be
annually repeated during procedures for the evaluation of the contents
produced and the work processes in Canal Futura’s Journalism Center
and that advises other communications initiatives that are interested in
applying this evaluation model.

Methodological scheme of the construction process
of the evaluation alongside the internal team and
outside collaborators

Internal Team

Sharing the Results
Individual Meetings

Analysis of the Interviews

Creation and Administration
of the Electronic
Questionnaires

It was also evaluated:
•

The degree of personal
satisfaction with the work
alongside Canal Futura’s
Journalism Center

•

The quality of the relationship
between coworkers

The idea was to identify strengths
and weaknesses of:
•

The internal team’s vision

•

The work routines

•

The shows’ contents.

During the recording and analysis of the results
of this first stage, as will be shown hereinafter, it was
decided to expand the number of aspects observed.
Not only the level of the team’s knowledge about the
ongoing project was noted, but also it was evaluated the degree of personal satisfaction with the work
alongside the Canal Futura’s Journalism Center and
the quality of the relationship between coworkers.
The idea was to identify the strengths and weaknesses, of the internal team’s vision, of the work routines and of the shows’ contents. Map the training
and growth opportunities for their personal careers
and establish the magnitude of the their relationship
with the outside actors in the production processes
in which all are involved.25

Promoting the team’s satisfaction and involvement • The
majority of the collaborators seemed happy with the work done alongside Canal Futura’s Journalism Center. This aspect of the internal atmosphere is an important issue. During the three years of the Social
Network and Public Interest Newscast project, a big part of the team of
internal collaborators suffered changes, with firings and volunteer exists
of collaborators, motivated by the new challenges presented to the employees and managers.
The team that was formed is younger, more ethnically and regionally diverse and has a better gender balance in its composition. The team
has 14 employees and 7 interns, as well as a few eventual collaborators
for specific projects.
One aspect to be considered is the large number of interns, which
equals 50% of the graduated employees. The presence of this high percentage of students in the team created the necessity of establishing
a special program for the follow-up and training of these youngsters,
coordinated by one of the employees. The large number of interns is
a positive aspect, when considering the possibilities of renovation and
transformation of the work routines. The students, generally, are more

25 During the processing of the research information, such as the questionnaires and individual interviews, the anonymity of
the participants was guaranteed. This measure gave more thought independence and liberty for the internal and outside collaborators to answer and give criticisms.
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open to try new procedures. However, it also makes the group more fragile, increases the turnover of the newsroom staff, demands more of the
managers’ time during the team’s adaptation period and the training for
the kind of production practiced by Canal Futura’s Journalism Center.26
In general, the permanent team is satisfied with and committed to
the project. The team’s satisfaction is a result of a few factors of the
group dynamics, created during the implementation of the project and
related to the three methodological dimensions initially established: Operational, Training and Expressive. Due to the number of times that they
were mentioned, following is a list of some of the factors that promote
the permanent team’s satisfaction and commitment. They represent a
few practices and proposals that might by used in other newsrooms, in
order to create work environments more favorable to the collaborators
and to the results of the contents produced by the team.
Room for presentation and production of personal proposals • Canal Futura’s Journalism Center’s Internal Pitching is a dynamic that started to
be used during the project’s second year, with the journalism’s annual
budget resources being invested in projects for special shows proposed
by collaborators and selected by a board of representatives from different areas of Canal Futura.
Regular change of roles inside the newsroom • The possibility of having
different roles in the newsroom, whenever there has to be a substitution
of the collaborators on vacation or that are travelling because of business. This is a way of making the newsroom’s routine more dynamic,
moving people between roles, so that they can try new practices and experiences, collaborating to the permanent transformation of the modus
operandi.
Regular technological updates • The facilities’ permanent technological
update, allows grater speed and convenience while performing tasks,
especially during the content exchange with outside producers. There
is a general feeling of satisfaction concerning the changes of technology
and work procedures inside the newsroom. A highlight is the content
exchange solutions, digitally, via FTP, reducing the transport time of ma-

26 Canal Futura’s Journalism Center Intern Training Program is coordinated by one of the channel’s Journalism
Producers. It consists of regular meetings, individual or in groups, in order to clarify doubts, present the roles of journalism and of Canal Futura’s team of journalists, suggest reading materials and also evaluate the internship periods.

terials produced outside Canal Futura, in universities or NGOs. The new
procedures also facilitate the communications network, because it allows conference calls with image and voice, creating a routine of virtual
meetings. And they also increased the audience’s participation on live
shows. The technological changes facilitate and qualify the job and the
result of what is being produced.
Permanent training and exchange of experiences • The contact with other
journalist and national and international producers during the annual
meetings for the team’s permanent training. The possibility of being with
colleagues and discuss the different experiences and practices is something that brings satisfaction to the team of collaborators, who find themselves in a permanent training. In the three years of project the Journalism Center has been promoting annually a national and an international
meeting, for the discussion of editorial themes and production practices
for newscasts.
Management transparency • Good work relationships and atmosphere inside the newsroom, with bosses present and available, collective goals for
each show and more transparency in the editorial decisions. In general,
the job of collectively developing annual goals for each show, as well as
the quarterly review of said goals – a strategy created by the management
of the Journalism Center -, brought more transparency and tranquility
to the newsroom. Likewise, the participation of all collaborators in the
process of developing the quality indicators of Futura’s journalism and
of the declaration of editorial commitments established a more cohesive
group, aligned with the channel’s journalism project. The team works
together in a friendly way, understands what the channel’s journalism is
about, there are more relationships in and outside the workplace, including the celebration of the Brazilian holidays and/or important dates, such
as “festa junina”(St. John’s Day) and a New Year’s party.
The institution’s value• Being a part of the journalism team of Canal Futura, famous for its production of editorials about education, health and
the environment, is cause for pride and satisfaction. Many collaborators
describe Canal Futura as a chance of doing a different work that has a
great social mobilization potential, which results in personal and professional satisfaction. At the same time, this factor increases the responsibilities of Canal Futura’s managers, which have to maintain the project’s
relevance and the social projection.
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Important Aspects • About the aspects that still deserve attention, the dialog with the collaborators was full of suggestions and critical observations. Some are highlighted as challenges for the project’s
continuation, other more occasional, can easily be fixed during the daily routine of the newsroom.
The quality of the agendas • The agendas, its selection, investigation and production are still an
important aspect, which deserves the efforts of
The agenda is
the managers and of the team, not only from Canal Futura, but also from every newsroom. The
essential for
team was critical of the high number of “agendas
the success of
by release”, as opposed to agendas developed and
journalism. Well thought
investigated by the team itself. This is a reality of
agendas, structured and with many
the contemporary newsroom, and must be always
possibilities of sources almost
noted by collaborators and managers. There are obguarantee the production and
servations about the number still high of “official
editing of high quality reports and
shows.
sources” being used, the ones that are more common, instead of different names and contributions
that are still strangers to the media. With the teams always turning to governmental authorities and
well-known specialists, without making an effort
The first step towards a successful
to renew its sources.
agenda is the creation of
The agenda is essential for the success of jouran environment for the
nalism. Well thought agendas, structured and with
team in which all are thinking
many possibilities of sources almost guarantee the
about it and are collaborating for
production and editing of high quality reports and
its fulfillment..
shows. In the case of Canal Futura’s Journalism the
quality of the agendas is a permanent challenge,
which was pointed out by the project’s group of
outside consultants, linked to PROJOR. Motivated by this discussion,
they were able to develop a set of directions about selecting and constructing an agenda for a newscast.
The first step towards a successful agenda is the creation of an
environment for the team in which all are thinking about it and are
collaborating for its fulfillment, not only the professional assigned to
its consolidation and development. All must pay attention, even when
outside working hours, to the facts they see, opinions they hear, articles they read, shows and movies they watch, sites, blogs, social medias that they use and must give ideas, even if incipient or apparently

out of context, to those that have the mission of selection the agenda.
The responsible for the organization of the
Each agenda must provide
agendas
must have a good idea of the time availways that ensure the critical
able, in the channel’s schedule, in order to adapt
distance indispensable to a
the suggestions he/she receives to a timetable that
free journalism that is capable of
makes sense. It is also his or hers the responsibility
giving different views of reality to
to know how each specific agenda will integrate the
the public.
Journalism’s and the channel’s schedule to avoid redundancies, contradictions, waste.
Individual agendas must have a link with each
other, must be a part of a cohesive whole, and it is
The assignment editor must
the “assignment editor” and his or hers bosses the
leave the commonplace,
the already known. In order to do
mission of givening them this characteristic. The
so, he must sharpen his curiosity
job of selecting and prioritizing the subjects that
and be excited about the subjects
will be the focus of reports or shows that will be
chosen.
produced is crucial. In Canal Futura’s Journalism
Center, the general agenda meeting, which happens
once a week with all journalism employees, is a result of discussions
about editorial management practices that were part of the Journalism
Meetings and of the concern with the quality of the agendas. Today,
there is a more precise dialog between the editors of each journalism
show, allowing the actions to be forwarded in a more strategic way.
Each agenda must provide ways that ensure the critical distance indispensable to a free journalism that is capable of giving different views
of reality to the public that will stimulate its capability of discernment
and of arriving to its own conclusions about well-explored subjects.
Journalism must not allow itself to be transformed into an involuntary spokesperson of the partial views of groups, organizations, parties,
companies, as well deserving as they may seem or how close they are,
or seem to be, to the channel’s and its journalists’ own views.
In order to do so, the agenda must always provide the reporters and
producers with the obligation of listening to sources that have different
and even antagonistic opinions about the subject being addressed. It
must give out the names of these people and, when possible, a synthesis of their opinions about the topic of the discussion, and, of course,
the contact information of each of them.
There must always be a search for new formulas for the agenda,
which provoke in each audience member feelings of uneasiness, surprise, doubt, that makes them think, or question whatever they pre-
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viously thought about the theme. In other words: the “assignment
editor” must leave the commonplace, the already known. In order to
do so, he must sharpen his curiosity and be excited about the subjects
chosen, search for new ideas that allow the producers to escape from
what is conventional.
Putting the subject into context must be a part of the agenda. It is
necessary to develop the relationship between the facts that are a part
of the agenda and the many contexts that are pertinent to said facts,
in order to offer the public historical, social, cultural and statistical
links that will help them to understand more deeply the theme being
discussed.
A good agenda must be similar to a scientific thesis. It must have
well-supported work hypothesis. The report will, based on the data
collected in reality, prove or deny the hypothesis, and the two possible
results (proof or denial) are equally positive and good for the public.
The hypothesis is the key-point of the agenda and its production.
It must not be seen as something established and necessarily correct.
On the contrary, it needs to be elastic, capable of being changed, provided that the facts examination leads the agenda’s producers to this
direction. To force a reality to fit a hypothesis is to deny journalism.
The hypothesis is developed with basis on the information about the
facts that was gathered by the assignment editor and by his/hers intuition and reflection. If he/she is a good professional, one can expect
that most of his/hers hypothesis will be proved during the developed
of the agenda. But not necessarily. The hypothesis is a risk, which the
assignment editor must take on with courage, independence and openness to conclusions that are different from what he expected.
Little investment in narrative renovation • Another
aspect about which the team is very auto critical
is the audiovisual language. They consider that
the contents produced by the group don’t innovate
much, don’t try out many different things. That
would be advisable more experimentation and narrative richness.
The challenge of conquering new language
standards becomes more complex when one considers that some shows have a very conventional
newscast format, in which the transformation of
language standards is difficult. Despite the many

The conquering of new

language standards
becomes more complex when
one considers that some
shows have a very conventional
newscast format, in which the
transformation of language
standards is difficult

The Public Calls – production
network experience of the show
Newsroom - resulted in more than
190 productions with different
narrative proposals, some award
winning both in and outside Brazil.

Challenge =
development of journalistic
contents that are in harmony with
all of the channel’s schedule and
identity.

3

The production
network is a contemporary trend
and the channel’s journalism, by
taking steps in this direction, takes
the leadership before the other
media vehicles.

training efforts with focus on audiovisual narrative
and language, one cannot notice a significant transformation in the set of contents produced, as the
novelties were restricted to specific examples. The
issue appears in the observations made by outside
consultants. In general, there is little investment
made by the journalists in narrative renovation or
innovation. Or even in the production of a conventional narrative that stands out due to its set of
quality aspects. Newscast, including that of Canal
Futura, often sounds like a rushed journalism that
lacks format and language.
The production network experience of the
show Newsroom proved to be and advancement for
this issue of narrative innovation. The Public Calls
resulted in more than 190 productions, with different narrative proposals, some even won prizes
both in and outside Brazil. Even though they were
produced by outside teams, employees of Futura’s
Journalism Center oversaw these productions. This
shows that the team is open to narrative changes
and innovation, once more bringing to light the issues related to the internal production time and to
the size of the team.

Low interaction with other projects from Canal Futura • In general
the group would like to be better informed about the channel’s other
content projects, breaking away from the classic isolation of the journalism teams, which are always kept apart from the other production
centers within a television channel. The team wishes to participate in
the channel as whole, in all that concerns the production and broadcast of contents. It is an important issue and a permanent challenge
while developing journalistic contents that are in harmony with all of
the channel’s schedule and identity.
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Quality of the dialog with outside collaborators • Some point out the
need of improving the dialog with the outside collaborators from Futura’s partner universities, NGOs and also from the independent producers that work alongside the channel. Be more demanding, detail
oriented and prudent. At the same time that this is an important acknowledgement, that it is important to improve the curatorial skills
of managing the outside productions; it is also a trait of a reluctance
to accept the production network, which diversifies and improves the
dialogs during the production, demanding some kind of mediation and
conflict negotiation. Even so, the group points out that the production
network is a contemporary trend and that the channel’s journalism,
by taking steps in this direction, takes the leadership before the other
media vehicles.
Tension between the size of the team and production load • The collaborators’ overall opinion is that the team works with “no time to breathe”
and that this impacts on the quality of the production. There is a big
production load for a small and mostly young team, which is still developing its skills – as all classified it. Both in the individual meetings
and in the electronic questionnaire that was answered on-line, all collaborators said that the team was too small for the number of productions. This is a characteristic of all teams connected to communications
initiatives in the public field, which are always dealing with budget
and hiring restrictions. It also points out the need for more investment
in strategies for production networks and collaborative productions.

Nature of Futura’s Journalism • After the individual meetings, the same group of people was invited to answer an electronic questionnaire. The meetings left the impression that there was only a relative knowledge about the project’s goals. The idea behind the electronic
questionnaire was to test this hypothesis, in order to confirm or deny
the first impression. However, the analysis of the answers given by the
team during the questionnaire, in opposition to the first impression of a

low comprehension of the project’s general goals, revealed a group very
attentive to the internal training procedures and to the general effort for
change.
When they were asked about “what defines Canal Futura’s journalism”, the permanent team’s employees focused their answers on three
fundamental aspects:
a journalism about the present that is different from hard news, in which putting the facts
into context is very important; the specialization of the work by a set of priority editorials that
involve education, health, society, social and environmental sustainability, social responsibility
and services; the production network with universities and other social actors from the
audiovisual world as a generator of differential and of a plurality of points of view for Canal
Futura’s journalism.
For a better understanding of the team’s perspective, we selected
some fragments of answers given during the electronic questionnaire:

“I believe that the journalism
produced by Canal Futura differs
from the rest due to its contents
and the way that this content is
developed. It is also, a journalism
produced in a network with partners
that include universities, independent
production companies and NGOs”.

“A kind of journalism that is not satisfied
with the factual, which searches
for contextualization with different
approaches and narratives. Our daily
news has bigger stories, which allows the
contextualization of the facts.”

“Canal Futura’s Journalism is a public
interest journalism that has as its main
themes issues connected to education,
social responsibility, third sector, health,
environment and sustainability and
citizenship.”
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“Canal Futura’s journalism defines itself
by contextualizing facts and by offering
information useful to society. The partnership
with universities and independent production
companies is favorable to a critical approach
of the public policies applied to different
areas. Canal Futura’s Journalism is
committed to a constructive agenda that
searches for answers for many current
issues.”

“What defines the channel’s
journalism is that despite de fact
that it works with daily facts, it
is not hard news. It collaborates
with social transformation,
encouraging people’s participation
in order to improve quality of
life, trough the broadcast of
contextualized facts.”

“Futura’s journalism is a space for reflection and
deepening of themes. Its contents approach, normally,
good practices, education and provision of services. The
shows’ profiles have a focus on innovative approaches,
which value the production in partnerships with different
social actors, in which the agendas have the goal of
explaining the themes related to human development,
community spirit and the citizen’s development, always
making criticisms, essential to the journalistic trade, while
demanding quality from the public administration and of
services provided for the Brazilian population.”

“Canal Futura’s journalism is defined by the
search for the context of various themes
(mainly those connected to education, social
and environmental responsibilities, culture,
health), prioritizing information with many
points of view and with independence. The
provision of services is the strong point of
both Futura News and Futura Connection.”

The same question about what defines the channel’s journalism was
asked to outside collaborators and also to the teams of different centers
of Canal Futura. Although they are less detailed, when compared to the
team’s own vision, there is a reasonable comprehension of the general
meaning of the renovation project of the journalism center and its shows,
showing that there was a positive impact on the internal and external
communications about the project and its goals.
In the three years of project, the organization of live meetings with
outside collaborators, the distribution of reading materials and releases
and routines of creating dynamic production networks helped to publicize the goals and the project itself.
Some testimonies that synthesize the outside view on Canal Futura’s
Journalism Center and the contents produced by it:

“In my point of view, it has a strong
educational character and not simply
an informative one. It searches for
agendas that are to related to the big
social and educational issues of the
Brazilian population, without focusing
only on the facts but also on the
causes, processes and possibilities.”

“Journalism that seeks to discuss
the issues that the channel has
as its guidelines and tries to
scrutinize various points of view,
emphasizing the qualities of
positive examples.”

“I see Canal Futura’s Journalism as a committed
journalism, concerned with society’s issues. Futura’s
journalism seeks to approach issues in the deepest
way possible, offering useful information for the
daily routine of Brazilians and contributing to the
improvement of their quality of life. Themes like
rights, duties, services, health, well-being, education,
all related to people’s life are approached by it
stories and shows.”
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“A dynamic journalism that oversees
its partners’ local productions and, by
doing so, is helping each of them, which
are placed allover Brazil, to produce
high quality contents. Canal Futura is
in the practice of journalism a plural
channel, because of the local production
of each of its partners.”

“A journalism that provides
the information necessary
for a wide debate about
social issues.”

“Canal Futura’s journalism does not relate to the hard news,
the immediate news that we are used to see throughout
the history of Brazilian TV. It is characterized by actions
that involve the social transformations. The general feeling
is that it is a journalism with a different proposal, which
consists of narratives and formats that are focused on
building knowledge through educational practices developed
by anonymous and specialists in order to provoke changes.
The difference of opinions is what brings people to watch the
channel’s journalism.”

“I believe that Canal Futura’s
journalism has as a goal, besides
information, the social and
educational organization, seeking
to be a reference in matters that
interest the Brazilian society.”

“A serious, competent journalism,
based on the issues related to
education, citizenship, science,
technology, health, environment
directed to all youngsters and adults
living in Brazil.”

Performance of Futura’s Journalism Shows • The Canal Futura’s Journalism Center team made a list of preferences in which the
shows Futura Connection, Newsroom, Debate and Futura News are highlighted, in this precise order. While Futura Connection is the preferred
show of almost half of the employees, Futura News was chosen by only
7,7% of the employees. The following graph represents said choices:

Programas preferidos da equipe

Futura Connection
Debate
Futura News
Newsroom

The team’s predilection for Futura Connection was determined by
many factors. One of them is the length of the show, which allows a
better explanation of the subjects, a characteristic that it has in common
with Debate. Another factor was the possibility of the public’s interaction with the show, partially motivated by the concern with the provision of services. One of the collaborators said.

“I chose Futura Connection because of the strong interactivity it has, on top of seeking to
provide service and the possibility of talking about various issues of public interest in a
critical and informal way.”

The focus on providing services was another aspect for the election
of Futura Connection. This characteristic is complemented by what was
said to be “the show that at this moment is best fulfilling our agenda and
is proposing discussions that are relegated by other vehicles, on top of
maintaining a direct link to the viewers”.
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Lastly, another reason, more related to the audiovisual formats, indicates Canal Futura as a proposal that innovates the formats. As one of
the team’s journalists said:

“I believe that Futura Connection’s proposal is the more original when compared to other
channel’s journalistic productions because it offers sufficient time for qualified discussions
about the provision of services for the Brazilian population in a simple, direct and informative
language”.
The team’s choices are an important acknowledgment for the newer
shows of Canal Futura’s Journalism. Futura Connection started to air in
May 2010, during the studies for the revision of Canal Futura’s schedule,
as a result of a partnership between the Schedule Management, Canal
Futura’s Journalism and Engineering and the Community Mobilization
and Organization Management.
Futura Connection is not the name of a “new” show of the schedule.
It shouldn’t even be considered a conventional newscast. The best way
of describing it is as a set of live interferences in part of the channel’s
schedule, in this case, in the afternoons from Monday to Friday, between
14h30 and 17h30.
In 2010, Canal Futura’s schedule didn’t show a strong participation
in society’s networks, territories, virtual environments and in the production of shows in partnerships with different interlocutors and groups,
Canal Futura’s identity traits. One of Futura Connection main goals is to
overcome this deficiency of information about the “Futura project” in its
schedule and to work alongside the various networks that the channel
is a part of.
In order to be able to overcome this initial challenge, it was established a set of five live “entries” during the afternoons from Monday to
Friday. This part of the schedule, from that moment on, left aside the
children’s shows, in order to prioritize contents related to education,
health, entrepreneurism and income generation, directed to the young
and adult public.
With the duration varying from 5 to 25 minutes, those “entries” were
organized according to a predefined typology and divided into fixed entries and variable entries.
There are two fixed entries: the “call” and the “newscast”, respectively the first and the last. The “call” is a newscast jargon that indicates

the first announcement of the main attractions that
will be broadcasted next, in a show or in a part of
Futura Connection is a set
the schedule.
of live interferences (entries)
Therefore, Futura Connection’s first call would
with the duration varying from
be the announcement of the shows and debates that
5 to 25 minutes. This “entries”
will be broadcasted during the following three hours
were organized according to a
of the schedule. The intention was to create an inpredefined typology and divided
troduction to the schedule, highlighting the main asinto fixed entries and variable
pects of the contents that will be exhibited each day
entries
and reveling its intention and way of production.
The “newscast”, last entry, consists of stories
about the current events of the universe that Canal
Fixed Entries:
Futura covers, in the form of a daily newscast: the
Call: first announcement of the
Futura News.
main attractions that will be
The variable entries were distributed throughbroadcasted next, in a show or in a
out the schedule, respecting a specific typology: “oppart of the schedule.
portunity entries”, “themed entries”, “entries about
mobilization and organization networks” and “enNewscast: consists of stories
about the current events of the
tries about services”.
universe that Canal Futura covers,
The opportunity entries are the ones that are rein the form of a daily newscast: the
lated to the facts relevant to Canal Futura’s universe.
Futura News.
For example, the segments of the schedule about
discussions concerning the prevention of teenage
pregnancy, or about the student’s daily routine, always present on the channel’s schedule and related to different events
promoted by educational institutions from allover the country. These
meetings and its discussions are cause and content of Futura Connection’s “opportunity entries”.
The themed entries are the ones that, even if not related to any date
or fact, still discuss some specific strategic agendas that concern Canal
Futura. A good example is the fight against the sexual exploitation of
children and adolescents, or the fight against slave work, which are frequently the theme of Futura Connection.
The entries about social mobilization and organization are the ones
that want to promote dialogs between different sectors of society, transforming the TV screen into a public square, a space for the discussion of
ideas and points of view.
The agendas for the entries about mobilization originate from either
the channel’s schedule or from the social movement’s suggestions and
activity schedule, which are permanently read by Futura’s personnel.
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To these genres must be added the entries about
public services, always present in the schedule.
Variable Entries:
As of 2014, one of the Futura Connection’s daily
Opportunity Entries: are the
entries will be about education. An agenda essential
ones that are related to the
to the country and a permanent commitment of the
facts relevant to Canal Futura’s
Futura Project.
universe.
In order to make the Futura Connection viable
Themed Entries: are the ones that,
it was created a model of assignment meeting very
even if not related to any date or
different from that of a traditional newsroom.
fact, still discuss some specific
On top of the daily meetings between the memstrategic agendas that concern
bers of the team, it was established a weekly meeting
Canal Futura
with the representatives of the Social Mobilization
Entries about mobilization
and Organization Team and the Content and New
and organization networks:
Media Team.
organization are the ones that
The job of listing the agenda ideas originates
want to promote dialogs between
from three different service territories: the schedule,
different sectors of society,
the areas in which the mobilization team works and
transforming the TV screen into
the channel’s newsroom itself.
a public square, a space for the
From the schedule come each week’s highlights
discussion of ideas and points of
and the editorial information about the production
view.
intention of each show.
Entries about service: the entries
Are also born in this territory the many sugabout public services, always
gestions for thematic expansion and unfolding for
present in the schedule.
shows that already exist, but that can be revisited
live by Futura Connection and by the audience, right
before or after their broadcast.
From the many different areas in which Futura’s mobilization works
come the regional agenda and the local themes, gathered in the heat of
the moment and sent to the journalism team by the mobilization team.
From the Journalism Center newsroom itself, come other themes
identified by the journalists who work there, also connected to the listing of agenda suggestions.
The weekly meeting discusses and organizes this set of suggestions,
building diverse and unique panels, with a content and theme very different from what is treated as news by the conventional press.
In order to understand the nature of the organizations that participate in most of Futura Connection’s discussions, said organizations were
divided into four large groups: Universities (represented by its professors, researchers, specialists, projects, etc.); Public Entities (magistrates
and the entities they represent, comities, agencies, etc.); Companies,

Institutes and Foundations (class associations, services such as Sebrea
(Brazilian Service for the Support of Micro and Small Enterprises), social
responsibility, etc.); and other Civil Society Organizations (NGOs, OSCIPs, collectives, small associations and cooperatives etc).
During the year 2010 the team of Canal Futura’s Journalism Center
was able to ensure a total of 499 guest-participations from Universities,
Public Entities, Companies, Institutes and Foundations and other Civil
Society Organizations in the great audiovisual public square that the Futura Connection represents. In the year 2011 the number was higher, 639
participations. In 2012 the ever-growing participations number was 720
and in 2013 there were 840 participations. In other words, considering
the Monday to Friday schedule, the Futura Connection had 3,2 participations per day, in its broadcasts, making Canal Futura relevant for different sectors of society.
Futura Connection is also the Journalism Center show most praised
by the viewers, whenever they call the Viewer Call Center, to talk about
their preferences, as shown by the following graph:

Number of guest-participations from Universities, Public Entities, Companies, Institutes
and Foundations and other Civil Society Organizations in the great audiovisual square that Futura
Connection represents.

499
2010

72

639
2011

720 840
2012

2013

Viewers’ compliments

Futura Connection
Debate
Futura News

It is also the show with the highest rate of live participations during
the daily broadcast (96,9% of the total). With a huge percentage difference in comparison to Debate (3,1%), it is another space that allows the
viewer’s participation during the broadcast.
The difference is explained by the fact that, in Debate, the participations of the viewers are mostly through resources known as “second
screen”, with the questions and manifestations being sent via social networks. However, even if considering this preference for the social networks and other factors that could contribute to the concentration of
interactions with Futura Connection via the Viewer Call Center, the correct perception of the team about the performance of different shows
of the Journalism Center before Futura’s audience deserves to be noted,
because it helped to identify and differentiate the strengths and weaknesses of each show.

Audience interactions

Futura Connection
Debate

In second place on the team’s preferences list is the Newsroom.
They chose it because the team regards this show, in its current format of
productions by different outside producers selected by Public Call, one
of the recent conquests of the Journalism Center.
As of the collaborators said,

“…the change in the production model of the show Newsroom represents one of the great
recent conquests of the journalism, because we no longer need to reuse contents to develop,
in a partnership between outside producers and our editors, new journalistic contents.”

In a more complete synthesis of the whole group’s vision, another
testimony says:

“The Newsroom is the concrete manifestation of an audiovisual window of a new
contemporary paradigm of journalistic/documental approach. A space in which the producers
can tell stories about their environments and characters, leaving their mark, if they know
how to benefit from this opportunity, and where the eclectic agenda of the show is developed
for each new episode, giving birth to its own grammar, innovative and current. The thematic,
geographic and, specially, narrative diversity that is available to the show makes so that
Canal Futura’s journalism reinvents itself and detaches itself from the general media. The
show’s potential unfolds itself into various lanes and the digital perspective could inaugurate
a commitment platform of the viewers and of the producers network itself. The Newsroom
might even ensure a bigger audience if it follows this path with interactivity, a current trend
and necessity.”

The production’s Public Call is another strategy used by Canal Futura in the context of the renovation of the production network’s procedures and, in this project, it fulfills the production needs of the show
Newsroom.
The first Public Call for journalism happened in the second half of
2011 and brought some novelties to the field. For the first time in a Brazilian television channel, a Public Call was directed to any legal entity,
such as independent production companies, universities and NGOs.
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The production call is similar to the process
known as pitching – many times used by television
channels for the selection of new ideas for shows
during public events. However, the public call for
the Newsroom didn’t required the sending of trailers
and a presentation to an examining board, which are
normal practices during pitchings, but that compromise the participation of lower-income people, without resources for travelling or for the production beforehand of part of the content.
In order to be a part of the Newsroom’s production Public Call, one must only fill out an application, send the proposal with the details of the project
and sign the contract that accompanied the edict. All
projects will be analyzed by a commission consisted
of members of Canal Futura, in which outside guests
might also take part.
The management of the copyrights is also a differential of this action, since Futura’s ownership is

Newsroom produced by different
outside producers selected via
production Public Call.

2011:

the first Public
Call for journalism happened
in the second half of 2011 and
brought some novelties to the field.
For the first time in a Brazilian
television channel, a Public Call
was directed to any legal entity,
such as independent production
companies, universities and NGOs.

over the edited version. The rough material is owned by the producer
and can be, therefore, used in the development of new products or sold
to other television channels. Futura’s coproduction includes a financial
aid and the follow-up of the production process, but it doesn’t necessarily pay for the entire production.
Thus is produced the Newsroom, a space for documentary reports,
13 minutes long, that contemplates the diversity of points of view, languages and narratives that are currently relevant to Brazil and to the
world.
The show became an important space for promoting the plurality of
points of view. Likewise, it values the counterpoint of opinions, the quality and the public interest information. Amongst the recent conquests
of the Newsroom are the production network and the ability to generate
other debates throughout Canal Futura’s schedule.
During the three years of Social Network and Public Interest Newscast project, the Newsroom team made five public calls, which enabled
the production of about 190 new especial reports for Canal Futura’s
schedule.
As it was said before, Debate is the third show on the team’s preference list. One of the reasons, which coincide with Futura Connection, is
the length of the broadcast and, consequently, the time available for the

development of the themes approached and the space for the presentation of different points of view.
The plurality of approaches is enriched by the participation of guests
from different regions of the country, broadening the discussions and
making them more representative.
Debate was also enriched by the use of technological resources that
increase the possibilities of argumentation and of opposing ideas, with
the participation of faraway guests via Skype. As one of the team’s journalists says:

“Debate is a great opportunity for bringing to light multiple points of view about polemic
issues (the majority having been lived through during the week), contributing to the public’s
opinion-forming process”.

Perhaps this is why Debate is the show most inquired about to the
Viewer Call Center, by viewers that want to know how to watch the show
online after its live broadcast, and – at the same time – it is the one that
receives the largest number of criticism concerning the points of view of
some guests.

Online search for shows

Futura Connection
Debate
Futura News
Newsroom
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Criticism concerning guests’ points of view

Futura Connection
Debate
Futura News

Lastly, and as a source of concern, is Futura News. It is the most
important show of Canal Futura’s journalism schedule, with a historical
importance in the coverage of Brazilian educational issues, but the team
thinks it is showing signs of fatigue, difficulties in renovating itself and
even doubts about its quality.
This feeling is partially due to the comparison made by the team
between the final result of the broadcasted show and the collective effort
that was made for its production. After all, Futura News is the show,
among all other shows of the journalism schedule, which receives the
highest number of contents produced outside the channel, especially
productions made in partnership with more than 32 universities.
Concerning this last aspect, the team is worried about a tendency
to privilege certain regions of the country, where the channel was able to
established more institutional relationships, and about the effort to collectively develop strategies for agenda selection and for the approaching
of themes that are pertinent to the project as a whole.
The fact that the majority of contents is produced in the South or
Southeast regions presents a big challenge for Canal Futura’s plurality.
The minor presence of University TVs in the North, Northeast and Midwest has always been a challenge for partnerships established by Canal
Futura. The creation of alliances with NGOs in the Northeast mitigates
this weakness, but it still hasn’t reached the necessary volume to make
the show really plural.
During the development of the project, the more significant change
in Futura News’ process was the direct involvement of universities in
the assignment meetings and in the show’s weekly planning. Since mid
2011, three universities are invited to participate, via videoconference,

in Futura News weekly meetings. It is a simple dynamic, but with great
impact on the relationship and on the production network.
During the meeting, as if they were inside Futura News’ newsroom,
the universities’ employees, students or professors can interact with the
team responsible for the show, make criticisms, defend agenda proposals
and establish connections between the different territorial dimensions in
which the groups work: national, Futura’s team, and local, universities’
teams.
The tensions generated by this relationship result in a little more
diversity of regional expression and plurality of points of view for the
show.
As a consequence, one can also recreated a typical relationship of
this kind of production network, raising the different poles to the same
discursive level, instead of submitting the network’s periphery to the ruling of a sole central command.
The direct participation in Futura News’ weekly planning meetings
represents a big difference for the quality and the enrichment of the production networks created for the newscast.
The set of operational changes was also important for the increase
of production networks for Futura News. In this case, the main alteration
was the beginning of the monitoring of long-distance
productions and the sending of materials through the
Internet, using the FTP addresses that were created.
Also as of June 2011, the universities’ teams
were invited to share more of its long-distance proFutura News is the show, which
duction, by using, for instance, the postage of unfinreceives the highest number of
ished work on YouTube or Vimeo, with the intention
contents produced outside the
of facilitating the dialog with Canal Futura’s team,
channel, especially productions
about the narrative path of the contents that are still
made in partnership with more
being produced.
than 32 universities.
After the production ends, the video can be sent
to Futura through the Internet, with the producers uploading the digital files into an FTP address created by
the channel and made available for the network.
Since mid
, three
It is another simple, efficient and low-cost prouniversities are invited to
cess.
In the beginning there were a few problems
participate, via videoconference, in
until most of the involved could learn the new proFutura News weekly meetings. It
cedures, but the final result shows that the changes
is a simple dynamic, but with great
were important to increase and enhance the particimpact on the relationship and on
ipation.
the production network..

2011
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Another peculiar characteristic of Futura News
A atratividade do Canal
is the inclusion of civil society organizations in the
Futura frente a sua
production network of contents for the newscast.
audiência
The main difference, when comparing it to the
production network with universities, is that, in the
second case, the involved are connected to educational media projects for children and adolescents.
They preferably include groups of youngsters, which
are the social actors more accustomed to communications and information technologies.
For the past few years, Canal Futura’s attractiveness has been increasing according to its audience,
now 59% of the public claims to know the channel, as stated by the
DataFolha Institute with basis on the data gathered by it during a survey
requested by Canal Futura.27 The data is significant, once placed into a
historical perspective; this item went from 44% in 2011 to the current
59%. In other words, an increase of 15 points for which the journalism is
not the sole responsible, but to which it certainly contributed, especially
because of the intensification of live shows with audience interactivity.
However, the ranking of the journalism shows according to the audience surveys based on national statistical sampling, contradicts the
information of Canal Futura’s Viewer Call Center. Futura News, the
show doubted by the internal team and the least-preferred show of the
spectators that call the Viewer Call Center, still is Canal Futura’s most
watched show, closely followed by Futura Connection.
Over the last three years Futura’s journalism shows, on average,
improved their audience performance, gaining positions on Futura’s
overall ranking. However, in 2012 there was a tendency towards the
stabilization and, at certain moments, even a decrease of the audience numbers during the afternoon, indicating the need for a permanent
enhancement or a renovation of the entire vespertine schedule.

44% 2011

59%

2013

27 For the last 14 years, the DataFolha Institute has been making annual audience surveys for Canal Futura. This survey, with
statistical sampling for the entire Brazilian population, covers the population aged 16 or older, consulted by personal interview
with a structured questionnaire administered by the researcher and verified by phone. The information herein refers to the data
collected in 2012, the latest available at the time of writing this text.

Canal Futura’s Social Journalism • Another aspect studied
during the different evaluation procedures concerns the nature of Canal
Futura’s Journalism. When asked about the editorial universe of the journalism shows, the group of respondents formed by the outside collaborators identifies a strong social component in Canal Futura’s journalism.
According to the outside point of view, the main editorial section of
Canal Futura’s journalism is the Social Participation. In second place is
Education. Therefore, Canal Futura presents a journalism more committed, more concerned with society’s dynamics.
Analyzing the answers given by the outside collaborators about Futura’s journalism thematic concentration, the item Social Participation
is present in 33,3% of the answers as the main editorial line of action,
or at least the more visible. Education appears in second place, almost
tied, with 27,8% of the respondents identifying it as the main content of
the shows. When considering other items that also presented relevant
percentages in the set of answers from this group, such as Human and
Civil Rights (11,1%) and Culture and Society (11,1%), the result is that
Canal Futura’s journalism is considered by outside collaborators and by
partners from different social groups a “social journalism”.

Main editorials according to the outside public

Human and civil rights
Social participation
Education
Culture and society
Social and environmental
sustainability
Entrepreneurism and
associations
Health and behavior
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In order to check if the outside collaborators’
understanding was consonant with the content
According to the outside point of
produced and broadcasted by Futura’s journalism
view, the main editorial section of
during the period analyzed, was made a list of the
Canal Futura’s journalism is the
amount and classification of contents produced. In
this procedure, the counting process informed the
Social Participation.
editorial themes and subthemes and formed areas of
In second place is
editorial concentration with the highest number of
Education.
contents. To avoid insignificant percentages, some
contents were discarded during this process, turning
the attention to themes with the highest number of
contents.
Using this counting and classification process, an editorial matrix
was created with the predominant themes of Canal Futura’s journalism,
presented below. This matrix does not represent the proposition of an
ideal matrix, it only reflects the content produced during the term of the
project. Here it is presented in alphabetical order, without it being an
order of preference, it is simply a way of organizing it. Some subthemes
might generate doubt about how they fit, it is worth explaining that they
were put into thematic groups according to what kind of content approach was used to develop them. Surely, some of them could appear in
different organizations/arrangements, if analyzed by processes different
from the one used here.
After the organization of this matrix, the number of contents recurrence in each theme was counted and the percentages were calculated,
as shown by the graph of the more present themes.
The counting job confirms the perception of the outside collaborators, which identifies Canal Futura’s journalism as a “social journalism”. Despite themes that stand out individually, such as Health and
Education, or even those that were categorized as Human and Social
Rights, the grand total shows that the predominant set is the one formed
by themes an subthemes that can be understood as “social journalism”.
In other words: the rights (the participation and the life in society), the
economics issues (how they are treated by Futura’s journalism), population groups and their social tensions (such as the case of the indigenous
peoples), among others.
It is important to note, also, that the shows have specific callings,
when observed separately, they behave differently concerning the coverage of its themes.

Education

Thematic matrix of the contents produced by
Canal Futura’s journalism
Culture
• Cinema
• Community media
• Culture spots
• Fashion
• Folklore and craftwork
• Historical and cultural heritages
• Literature and poetry
• Music and dance
• Photography
• Public archives
• Street art
• Theater
• Urban life and city

2

Human and social
rights

• Education of youngsters and
adults

• Bolsa família (Family allowance)
program

• Enem (National Secondary
Education Exam) and 		
Vestibular (similar to SATs)

• Educational public polices

• Fulltime education

• Comissão da Verdade (Truth 		
Committee)

• Higher education

• Domestic work

• Learning

• Drought in the Northeast

• Long-distance education

• Human rights

• School life

• People trafficking

• School management

• Poverty

• Teacher training

• Prison system

• Teaching practices

• Religion

• Technologies for education

• Slave work

• Vocational education

• Social inclusion of the disabled

•  Work conditions in the 		
educational system

4

3

• Inclusive education

5

6

Economy

Family

Immigrants and
refugees •

Agriculture, cattle raising and rural
production •

Children and adolescents •

Brazil’s social and economical growth •

Domestic violence and sexual abuse •

Indians •

Commerce and consume •

Parent-child relationship •

Social projects •

Consumer’s rights •

Parental alienation •

Urban planning •

Debts and personal economics •

Demography
and society

Entrepreneurism •
Home ownership and renting •
Human development index •
Job market •
Prices and inflation •
Royalties •
Taxes •
Technology and innovation •
Tourism, ecotourism and big events
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• Civil service examinations for
the educational system

• Child labor and youth and child
exploitation

• Exhibit

1

• Books and reading in school

Adoption •

Culture

Economy

Environment

Health

Demography and society

Education

Participation and life in society

Public Safety

Human and social rights

Family

Gender issues

Racial/ethnic themes

Environment
• Basic sanitation
• Energy and responsible consume
• Environmental awareness and
education
• Environmental disasters

Public Security

• Garbage and recycling

Gender issues

• Pollution
• Sustainability
• Urban mobility and transport
safety
• Various environmental problems

• Urban violence

• Men

• Guns and disarmament

• Sexual diversity

• Police training and safety

• Women

• Legislation and justice
• Street population

• Wild animals

7

8

10

9

Participation
and life in
society

Chronic diseases •

Bullying •

Cigarettes and smoking •

Comedy •

Diseases in general •

Community living •

Drugs and alcohol •

Corruption •

Elderly •

Blood donation •

Foreign policy •

Health and safety at home •
Health Care •
Health professionals •

Political reform •

Healthy eating •

Politics •

Infectious diseases •

Popular demonstrations
•

Medications •

Volunteer work •
Youth and youth
cultures •

Mother’s and new-born health •
Obesity and eating disorders •
Psychology and behavior •
Research and therapeutic innovation •

12

Racial/
ethnic
themes

Health

Internet and digital
culture •

Secular State •

11

• Sexuality
• Sexually transmitted diseases
• Sport and lifestyle
• Stress
• SUS (Public Health System)
• Teenage pregnancy
• Transplant and organ donation

Futura Connection is the show that, despite the fact that Health,
Education and Economy stand out in numbers – which are editorials
permeated by service provision issues, one of the show’s main premises
-, has the more balanced distribution of contents by theme. There is,
actually, a higher number of contents about Health and, even though it
is one the themes that audience prefers, it could be a focus point for the
rest of the team’s work.

Themes more present in Futura Connection

Culture
Demography and
society
Human and
social rights
Economy
Education
Family
Environment
Participation and
life in society

Gender issues
Health
Public Safety
Racial/ethnic
themes
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Debate holds its place as the show more concerned with themes of
national and international policy, discussions about social participation
and the great themes of the Brazilian agenda. However, what the percentage graph of distribution of themes shows is that many editorials
that interest Canal Futura were underrepresented, such as Education
and Human Rights.

Themes more present in Debate

Now, Futura News’ case is a little more complex. Considering that
the show is a newscast, it is striking the imbalance between the themes
that were approached by the broadcasts. The show gave a lot of space
to what was defined as Culture, by the theme matrix already presented,
and left others relevant to Canal Futura and to the Brazilian society
aside.
Themed segments about Education, Health, Economy and Environment, developed in a well-balanced way, counterbalanced this tendency. However, issues concerning Public Safety, Racial/ethnic themes,
Human and Social Rights and Demography were underrepresented.
Even issues within the Culture theme, such as social projects that
use dance or musical education to help people, had very little coverage.
A relevant factor for the analysis is the fact that Futura News is the
show that has the more pulverized production, being the sum of a big
and diverse set of internal and external contributions. This points out
the necessity of revisiting some work flows, in order to have a better
control over the show’s editorial management.
This result is also consonant with the internal team’s perception of
the show, as it was seen before, which identifies it as the more fragile
show of Canal Futura’s Journalism Center.    

Themes more present in Futura News

Culture
Demography
and society
Human and
social rights
Economy
Education
Family
Environment
Participation
and life in
society
Gender
issues
Health

Making an overview of the themes and subthemes of the contents
produced by the Canal Futura’s Journalism Center, it is made clear that
it is journalism with a social bias, focusing on the fight against domestic
violence and on the education of children and adolescents. Which pro-

Public Safety
Racial/ethnic
themes

motes the good practices of social and community projects. Focused on
human rights, social benefits and public policies. Providing civil rights
services. Attentive to environmental awareness and education, to waste
treatment and recycling, to a responsible consume of energy. A journalism concerned with the job market, initiatives of entrepreneurism,
technology and innovation. With a space for the discussion of health
themes, especially about the prevention and the treatment of chronic
diseases and about lifestyle. That talks about learning and school life,
public policies concerning education, ENEM and Vestibular. Open to
sexual diversity. That values culture, art exhibits, literature and poetry,
folklore and craftwork.

Looking forward • Canal Futura’s Journalism Center, the contents produced by it and the group of internal and external collaborators
had a good performance based on the quality indicators established and
verified during the three years of project.
As it can be seen in the beginning of this chapter, both the Canal
Futura’s internal team and the external team, which contributed regularly for the channel’s journalism shows, proved to have a good level of
knowledge about the project, the practices used by the channel’s journalism and its shows. The team made few mistakes regarding information and the use of the Portuguese Language Standard Norm. But, in
its own perception and also in the opinion of the outside consultants
connected to PROJOR, it was not very innovative during the approach of
agendas and in the use of the audiovisual language; it could have been
even more plural and independent than it was.
The editorial independence is a permanent challenge of all newsrooms. In Canal Futura’s specific case, in which the production network
is predominant, building dialogs with different producers, social groups
and individuals, this search seems to be even more complex. Because it
is characterized by a journalism that values good practices of education
and social responsibility, at first it seems inadmissible that journalists
submit their themes and cases to a critical reflection, which also points
out the weaknesses, inconsistencies or contradictions of the projects being reported. However, in all of the cases, the good journalism is defined
by permanent doubt, that feeds the critic spirit and strengths the good
causes, instead of weakening them.
Canal Futura’s audience is valuing the changes in journalism
throughout this time, and has been following and participating on the
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shows. The viewers of the channel are making themselves present through live interaction – by phone,
The good journalism is defined
social networks and other electronic means of comby permanent doubt, which feeds
munication – pointing out positive aspects and also
the critic spirit and strengths the
making criticisms. By putting the journalism congood causes, instead of weakening
tents on the Internet, for asynchronous consults, Futhem.
tura’s team expanded the possibilities for different
segments of the audience to consult the contents
produced by the journalism at the most appropriate
time for each one, enhancing the distribution, access
The current challenges:
and use of the shows.
• further the professionals’
In the renovation process of Canal Futura’s Jourtraining, so that they can
nalism Center and its shows, different aspects are
exercise more tranquility
involved that deserve attention and effort. The perand strength during the
manent training of the team’s personnel and of those
dialogue with different social
which contribute with the center’s production, even
actors involved in production
networks;
if working outside the Canal Futura. The transformation of the modus operandi and of the way of orga• upholding the journalism’s
nizing the production process, taking into account
editorial commitments and
the value of producing in networks with different
maintaining the continuous
groups and interlocutors that have various origins
evaluation, based on the
and points of view. The investigation of journalism’s
quality indicators and their
metric systems;
narrative frontiers seeks to innovate using creativity,
but without losing the information accuracy and the
• working towards the
commitment during the editorial choice. These are a
narrative renovation and
few of the challenges presented which are the object
the high-quality agendas,
of study of Futura’s entire journalism team.
in a permanent process of
Among the strategies of production network that
autonomy development and
editorial independence.
were examined in the previous chapters, the social
participation in Futura Connection, the production
in network with universities and society’s organizations and the public call for Futura’s journalistic productions deserve
to be noted. They led to the discovery of some key-issues for the establishment and management of production networks in the collaboration
model desired by the channel, in which different voices are permanently
in a state of consensus construction about common production goals.
The gains achieved clearly indicate the next steps, the challenges to
be faced and to which the channel will be dedicated to from now: further
the professionals’ training, so that they can exercise more tranquility and
strength during the dialogue with different social actors involved in pro-

duction networks; upholding the journalism’s editorial commitments and
maintaining the continuous evaluation, based on the quality indicators
and their metric systems; working towards the narrative renovation and
the high-quality agendas, in a permanent process of autonomy development and editorial independence.
Following the natural dynamics of this type of research and development project, the first answers bring new questions, which lead to more
challenges and so on, in a movement of constant discoveries and reinvention. After all, the questions that make the world move, the answers
only paralyze it.
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